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RIJADALUPE CDUNTY, N. M., MARCH 4, 1311
Teodoro Gonzalos of Salado
was visiting in Ft. Sumner Thurs
day.
L. Moore of Santa Fe, was
here on business Monday.
Isaac Sandoval received a ship
ment of dry goods this week.
Frank Page of Buchanan, was
here on business Wednesday.
Mrs. M. W. Kenny, accom
panied by her two children and
the Misses Lora and Mabel Carr,
tsisters of Mr. Wilt Carr are
staying at the Pecos Valley Hotel,
and probably will remain in Ft.
Sumner for a month cr two.
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Washington, D. C. Feb. 23.-- The
TO BUY FT. SUMNER
AID SOCIETY
opposition to the adoptioi
LADIES
NEW MEXICO COLLEGE OE AGRICULTURE
of the New Mexico constitution
GOES
CANTALOUPES
AGRIAND
AND MECHANIC ARTS
The Ladies Aid Society will
has been doing its work, and
See Welborn & Mann for real
CULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
give a social at the Church FriUNDER
while there is no danger as to
loans.
N.M.
and
estate,
insurance
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
day night, March 10th, (Coffee
the outcome, yet the element of
The Kansas City packer says delav has resulted, and it may
and Sandwiches). A good proJim Blanton of Rwell was
The first thing to be consider- gram will be provided. Each here on business Monday.
as follows.
be that in consequence, that New
T.nsr Thursday iudirement was
ed in seeding either spring or person is required to bring a cup,
Mexico will have to wait until
here
expected
D. J. McCanne is
alfalfa is the leveling of the land. saucer and plate and on depart
rendered in the Municapal court another Congress, to become a
in
his
home
week,
from
next
for $165 against H. Woods Co., state. Hearings have been held
Where the slope is such that the ing to leave same with the So
Denver,
in favor of August Stoerk, West before the Committee on Terri
field may be laid off regularly it ciety, any kind of China will be
Side fruit dealer, growing out of tories of the lower House during
should be done in thi3 way; but appreciated from Iron Stone to Rev. Randolph Carver will
a purchase of a new car of the past week, and a number of
if the slope is irregular, it would Hand Painted. The money the Dreach at Fort Sumner Sunday
oeaches last summer. The car persons styling themselves as
be better to arrange the border Society has earned in the last morning and evening.
was damaged. Stoerk paid Uie temperance leaders havo appearso that each one is as nearly level few months has Jaeen saved for
Ed Miller is the proud possesinvoice price. Woods collected ed to protest against the admisas possible. Be sure that the the purpose of purchasing seats sor of a dog which has adopted "
A two room house and lot on the claim and never seitled.
land between the borders is level, for the Church.
two motherless little chicks.
sion of the Territory.
St. for sale at a bargain
Bailiff is now in charge of
While the society have been
and that the checks are at interHenry W. Blair, of New Hampof 4th
all
elements
Eliminate
($250). See Captain Mclntyre. Woods' office. The concern is
vals' freauent enough to insure very anxious to serve suppers at
is the counsel for the obshire,
by insuring with Welborn
legs.
holding a heavy irrigation on all the Church, they have been chance
Jim Blanton of Roswell spent believed to be on it3 last
jectors, and he has introduced
Sumner.
agency
Ft
,
at
&
Mann
parts of the field. For leveling, handicapped by the lack of dishes,
Sunday and Monday here attend The sign has been taken down. a number of letters, affidavits
Little or no business whatever and" newspaper clippings puran ordinary farm level, costing and take this method of getting Womack's barber shop is now ing to personal business.
get
a
and
call
to
found
every
will
business
ready
be
for
is being handled. It is reported porting to show that the election
purpose,
$20.00,
or
dishes for that
$18.00
We have a full and complete
unable
. , . . u.v ,a vpn at.be very useful, and will save one invited, only cost for the good clean shave.
M.
.
bom the concern . is absolutely
.
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in
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expense
cup,
meet
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one
and
to
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or
by
trouble
and
and
program
Come
much
& Co., Chicago.
d tQ ghow that n0 ballots
One 80 acre tract for sale
eling large tracts of land and saucer and plate every one turn Welborn & Mann.
der a spring fuit, prices are- bankruptcy petition would create were provided in certain localiana
nere
right and style, quality
iteporiea
no surprise.
laying out ditches. Large bord- out and help the ladies.
to vote
at Eanck- - that Woods' western cantaloupe ties that could be used
The saloon on Sumner Ave., mensnrp
Committee.
con
ers are preferable, but should be
the
cf
adoption
the
against
J
west of Sandoval's Store is for son's.
oAntrncfs are beintr taken over stitution, but the statement was
shaped so that the harvesting
for
S.
Slane
J.
See
sale or rent.
R. II. Aldons, of Clovis.and by John Nix & Co., New York. refuted effectually by the intromachinery will pass over them
Washington. D. C. Feb.,
particulars.
who is connected with the Post Also Florida potato deal. The
caailw nnrl with as little jolt as
H. Parker Ft. Sumner N. M.
duction of the returns, showing
Office department spent twidays Wnl pnniprn is said to be col
These may be built up The committee on- - Territories
possible.
both an affirmative and a nega
Field and Garden Seeds of all kinds.
on old sod by hauling in dirt, but of the House has repotred to the Give us your orders and get PROMPT iii Ft. Sumner, on government lecting a few railroad claims and tive vote in neai ly all election
to House joint resolution 295 unanibusiness.
that this is practically the only precincts. One might have
it is much more economical by
service.
map.
prepare them before seeding,
mously approving of the constiRos well Seed Co., Roswell, N. M.
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is claims
The seed bed should be well fined, ico it will probably pass the Springs, Kansas, has been here where the A. T. & S. F. Restau- sets and liabilities, though it
clients, that New Mexico
his
that outstanding ob
by the use of plow, harrow, and House today or tomorrow mornhe is looking for a rant us 2 to b2. E. B. Valliant understood upwards of $100,000 was a dangerous place in which
ligations are
drag; and a clod crusher should ing the promptness of all counties good for a good piece of irrigat-- 1 will be the manager.
to live, so fearful were the con
and assct3 are practically r.oth- - ditions which the imaginative
be used if the soil is at all inclin- in sending in their affidavits ed land to rent or buy.
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s
s
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inZ.. mind of the former New England
build-ino- ed to be lumpy.
saved the day filibuster now on
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Dr.
well
shape
things
are
if
There
in the senate but
Senator depicted. His plea for
and
store
Sandoval's
of
west
early
firm that was so enthusiastically
methods of seeding: in dry andi iid in there we will nrobably be was here on business the
helpless people of New Mexi, ,
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week. Dr. Lukeris will continue the saloon business ready to buy Ft. Sumners can- the
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with
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ers with art expert man to assort
hand,
see
W. II Andrews.
barrow seeder, by
suggestion;
If you want to rent a house
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Wednesday
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When
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&
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grain
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a
D,. C. March 1.-- W.
Washington,
J
.
invpstio-atiowe found that one were also willing to pay cash
with a grain drill, care should be
investigation, foil and fair and
Notice. Iam not responsible
II. Parker, Ft. Sumner, N. M.
had died of O. B. Ft. Sumner. Of course
horses
best
his
of
taken to avoid covering the seed
deep, searching to the bottom
Representatives for any debts contracted by my
of
The
House
this was too good to be tme, and of things with the n ighty arm
natural death.
too deeply. Set the depth to
unanimously
otherwise.
or
family,
wife,
has just passed
is shown by the above
suit the alfalfa, and allow the House joint resolution 295 apof the Nation, will save the oth
Notice. -- We would suggest the result
W. T. Whitlatch.
clipping.
to
be
crop
and
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nurse
place
that
wheat or other
you
erwise helpless people of New
that
New
of
proved the Constitution
While you are chasing after
seeded more shallow than if it
Mexico."
Summer order with us at once on
Mexico.
go
to
to
forget
town lots don't
strike
alone. The seed
makers
garment
a
Such
of
side.
which statehood
wow,
me
account
'O.
The hold-u- p
H.
W.
Andrews.
the Ft. Sumner Jeweler's for ronnpninff on Aflril 1st.
should not be covered an inch
to is purely
subjected
have."
misery
I
been
has
town.
the
of
post card snow views
A. Arnfield.
now, the work of the people not madeep; 2 to 4 inch being the
aisy,
b
there,
"There,
cheaper than the lots
proper depth. A very satisiac-tor- y SIXTEEN THUOSAND VOTES Thev are
terially interested in the welfare
Victor Anaya and Celestino Bedelia, darlint."
you less trouble.
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an ordinary force feed wheelbarof
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build
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wiipn n Hiiik lavs an etrir she 0v,;n rn take contracts to
row seeder mounted on a sulky
By an affirmative vote of 76.12 just waddles as if nothing had aaoh3 houses and to do plaster matein'
tion very ciearly by saying.
weeder. Such a machine will per cent of the total, the propos- happened. When a hen lays an mg
be contint to sthay "Where aré two kinds of
thin,
"Wull
scatter the seed uniformly, and ed constitution of Arizona was
DeoDle in New Mexico,
Sure an' all yez do is to
egg there's ah of noise; the ti,
TJnma ' Vnilpv has had a hum.
1.11V
'
will cover them at the same time. ratified at the recent election. hpn advertises.
tne kind being the prohibitionist
Hence the de
cackle like a lot of hins."
'
full house all this week and it
Rmndcaated seed should be cov The official canvass was complet
who works because he has been
An'
of
instead
eggs
dear.
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mand for hen's
"That's it,
seems as though it is going to
ered lightly with a drag or other ed tnHav. This shows that out
hirpd. and the other kind is the
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they
can
how
ducks.'
record
in
there
I'm
if
keep on bieaking the.
light instrument.
temperance believer who lives in
of the total of 16,009 votes cast
ping up me carackter?"
the future.
Seeding in moist soil may be 12,187 were in favor of the conthe Territory, enjoys its benefits,
Weather Report
done in the manner just describ- stitution with 3, 822 against. The
and is interested in its growth
O. Welborn says he is getJ.
have
Earickson & Company
This latter
the
with
nicely
very
ed for seeding in dry soil, provid- total votes was small, however,
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ting along
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great results that have followed
Alfalfa may be seeded with or shutttecock.
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Secretary School Board Dist.,
young alfalfa plants are showing from Panama, with being identi
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private
will
be
marker
trest
The greatest danger to the
office.
Mr. H. P. Newport of Buchan- terminus of the trail m me piazaiwara me cui w.
,rr nlants is at. the time of ama declined to receive him.
city on business; HI
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was
an
..Contó
.
w,
LI.
the first irrigation after they
irrigation is com- he has a claim near the Yeso. face a map of New Mexico and
Celestino Sandoval
are up. If the water is very time after the
Mr. Newport has had experience the route of the trail through Victor Anaya
muddy delay the irrigation, if pleted.
Oklahoma and Colorado, Oklahoma and Kansas.
alfalfa is an expensive crop in South Dakota,
there is any prospect of better As
oc- - .Kansas; he says that at one time The points selected in New Mexto
exnected
bdoA
and
is
tn
water in the near future. Even
peo- ico for the markers, besides that
of years. rhpn h lived in S. Dakota
with the best water, great care pnnv the soil a number
hunby
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homesteads
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their
at. Santa Fe. are as follows:
left
exer
be
should
care
greatest
heavy
the
should be exercised on
drouth, to- - l.vnn. the end of the Raton tun- of
account
on
dreds
con:
land where the water is apt to cised to see that all the held as Hqv those same homesteads are
Inel; Stockton ranch, seven miles'
perfect
stand in parts of the field for a ditions are as nearly
he
$2,000,
faulty seeding worth from $1,000 to
south of Raton; Vermejo crossday or more. Avoid, if possible possible; because
confidence in this section ing; Cimarron, Rayado, boundary
4
has
stands
poor
of
cause
the
often
is
cover
entirely
letting the water
and says that the history of the of Colfax and Mora counties; top
crops.
unprofitable
exand
any
off
New
drain
and
plants;
the
above named states will be re- of Ocate hill, south bank of Ocato Fort Sumner,
J. H. Squires,
cess water from the lower ends
peated in New Mexico.
Agronomist.
of the borders in a very short
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Anaya & Sandoval
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"Work Guaranteed"
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STATE NEWS

The shaft of thejallver mine owned
by Cyrús W. Baker of, Denver, at
Winnipeg, is now down rffry feet and
OF INTEREST TO ALL
the ore is improving In value.
NEW MEXICO
"NEW MEXIOO
FORT PT'MNER,
- PEOPLE
A special dispatch from St. Petersr
burg says a rumor Is current that a:
FROM TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS whole army corps of SO.OOff men is
Pumping for Irrigation.
preparing to
Kulja, a disof farmer?
Scores
Albuquerque.
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
trict of Chinese Turkestan.
and land owners in the Rio Grande
EVENTS.
The foreign office announces that valley counties are getting ready to
China's answer to four out of the Mx put dqwn wells andpump water for irpoints of the Russian note relative to rigation. In most of the valley there
the treaty of 1881 is wholly satlsfac Is an abundance of water a few feet
OF
tory and that the remaining two can below the surface.
IS NO CHANGE IN THE
THERE
be easily adjusted.
Further pressure
SITUATION REGARDING
on China, if is said, is not contemplatRECIPROCITY.
Asks $1,500; Gets $900.
KEEPING THE READER POSTED ed.
Santa Fe. Judge John R. McFie
There is noticeable activity by the
ON MOST IMPORTANT
to stay the granted the writ of mandamus prayed
Chinese government
CURRENT TOPICS.
spread of the plague, and sanitary for by the county school superintendent
NAMES APRIL FOURTH
are being
strictly en of Abiquiu, to compel the county of
measures
forced in all the towns where a few Rio Arriba to pay him his salary, but
WESTERN
was allowed Instead of $1,600 a year claimed by
weeks ago the disease
full swing. Instructions have been is him, the county is to pay him $900.
DAY AND NIGHT SESSIONS WILL
For fully fifteen minutes recently It
every village burn its dead.
BE HELD IN BOTH
snowed in Pasadena for the first time sued that
Good Season Assured.
Relations between the government
in
twenty
years.
BRANCHES.
the navy at Lisbon have reached
Coming on the heels
Albuquerque.
During the recent cold spell the tem- and
the breaking point as a result of two seasons of drouth and a winperature Has stood at twelve degrees almost
a demand from the navy for the ter that has been the dryest lu sixof
Washington So probable is it that below zero at Cripple Creek, Colo.
to
reinstatement and appointment
snows
arid
Governor Carroll vetoed the Oregon command of the battleship Almirante teen years, the recent
an extra session will be necessary to
rains throughout the whole of New
primary bill which had passed both Rels of Capt. Jose Cerejo,
get action on the Canadian reciprocity
one of the Mexico mean an unparalleled good
agreement, that President Taft has houses of the Iowa Legislature.
naval heroes of the revolution.
season the coming summer.
to Reptendered
sesThe
has
a
President
such
date
as
April
the
4th
fixed
resentative Albert F. Dawson of Iowa
SPORT.
sion may be called.
Irrigation by Pumping.
The date was selected after con-- ' the office of secretary to the Presi
Demlng. The arrival of a carload of
The Polish wrestler, Zbyszko, easily
sulfation with Champ Clark, who will dent.
gasoline engines at
Flulander, in
Lieutenant S. B. West, U. S. A., of disposed of Pitakoff,-th- e
be speaker of the next House, and
Deming made the tenth carload rewas frozen to a wrestling match in New York.
Port Davis, Alaska
Underwood of AlaKespresentattve
In a wrestling match here Frank ceived in Blx months, showing tho rapbama, who will be chairman of the death while stalking trail five miles
which from Tishou.
Gotch threw Frank McGratli in 22 id growth of irrigation by pumping l.i
ways and means committee,
A carload of fuel
w ill have charge of and report the reBlowing out one side of the t)uild; minutes and Otto Beiger in 11 minutes, tho Mimbres valley.
ciprocity bill in the House.
, oil was received for one ranchman.
ing and wrecking the safe, robbers at Williamentic, Conn.
Kid McCoy, the one-tim- e
There is no change in the situation stole between $1,000 and $5,000 from
clever light
"8tatehood Bill" Dead.
in the Senate regarding the Canadian the First State bank of Barry, Texas heavyweight, is to try the" "come
leadBill," the
reciprocity agreement, and the
The robbers escaped with a stolen rig back" stunt again. For some time past - Santa Fe. "Statehood
.
bringing
McCall
the
ers see no hope of
there have been mumblings about Kid large eagle recently presented by Sowhich was found abandoned at
Many
session.
this
McCoy's financial condition.
bill to a vote at
"Broke corro county citizens to Gov. Mills,
rumors were circulated of moves to
died of broken heart, some say, while
Twenty-tw- o
women and men are ly- again," said rumor.
remedy the situation, but' apparently ing In hospital at Elko, Nev., being
Frankie Burns of Jersey "City, the others, who are supertitious, consider
they were without foundation.
treated for injuries received when six national bantamweight champion, and its death an e.i omen.portending that
Day and night sessions probably will cars of a Southern Pacific passenger Alf. Lynch, bantamweight champion New Mexico's constitution will not be
Congress,
be held in both branches of
rails about of Canada, fought fifteen rounds to a approved by Congress by Alaren 4.
to train, eastbound, left the
-- for only five and a half days remain
one mile west of Palisade The injurie-- draw at New Haven. Lynch was sevlegislative
a formidable
conclude
of three may be fatal.
eral times in distress, but rallied ahí
Building Concrete Flume.
in an .unprecedented and al-- "
. program
As the result of a revolver battle finished strong.
Work has been startAlbuquerque.
most hopeless condltion.- in Seattle between two policemen ann
Jack Daiigherty, the former jockey, ed at the site of the Elephant Butts
taking into consideration
"Wlthout
holdups. Patrolman J. T. Davis of San
Francisco,
out reclamation project on the big conknocked
the situation 1n the Senate, where two
was killed, John Ford, a young high- "Young" Scott, of Memphis, In the crete and lumber flume, which Is to
there is a filibuster against taking wayman,
was probably fatally wound- fifth round of a fight held before Ihe carry the waters of the river past the
reciprocity
votes oil the Canadian
another highAthletic Club in Kan dam site while the dam is under conagreement, the permanent tariff board ed, and Alexander Nest,
wayman,
was wounded and captured sas City. The fighters are feather- struction. This flume is to be a quarbill and the Lorimer ease, o say noth- Harri-maweights.
ter of a mile long, fifty feet wide and
Announcement was made by
ing of the proposition to ' raise the
fourteen feet deep.
officials that work would begin
the advertising of
, rates for carrying
WASHINGTON.
railway
upon
103
miles
of
Immediately
magazines through the mails, there is
Heavy Snow and Rain.
a congestion - of appropriation bills between Spokane and Ayer Junction
The Supreme Court of the United
Navigathat seem irremedial. The urgent de-- , tor the. Oregon Railway andHarrimau States found the mayor and certain
A heavy snow has
Albuquerque.
part
of
the
Company,
tion
only
one
of
the
ficiency bill is the
prospects for heavies;
- The cost . will
$4,000,000. members of the council of Clay. Center, fallen here with
be
system.
measures
supply
that
general
fourteen
Kan., guilty of contempt of. court fot in years. The snow is general In thii
"
has become a law.
The United States Army transport destroying the subject matter of. a liti- section. A heavy fall of rain which pre,
The situation respecting appropria-tio- n Euford, which will carry a cargo of gation before It.
ceded it broke the drought and tho
bills is as follows: . :
I revisions for the relief of the famine
Representative Amos Lawrence Al- live stock districts report the condiThp Indian, legislative
and army
iclims iu.'orth China, will sail from len, who succeeded the late Speaker tions best in years with the ending
and District of Columbia bills have Seattle' March loth, 'according to an Thomas B. Reed as congressman
drought. Tte
from of the ..record-breakinpassed both Houses and. are in, con- - ahrtouueeroent' tuade by the relief.
to
íhe First district In -- Maine, 4 critl- - The snow and cold Is not sufficlsht
wminfttir'é ofShe Seattle Commercial' ijtally
ill with pneumonia and' Isfribt cause any loss on the ranges'; '.
- Hub.
diffipresent,
which
dispute
'.iiems.of
expected to live.
"'
.
A culties.
The House passed the new capitoi
Monster Reclamation Project.
Proposed advances in cia'ss freight
' The pensions
agricul-tqre- ,
postoffices,
building bill, which makes Olympia
in official classification territory,
One of the largest
Albuquerque
naval, military academy, fortifi-- the permanent capital, of Washington,
cations, diplomatic and consular and establishes the ffroup plan of construc- aggregating among all the railways in reclamation projects in the Southwest
:
$21,000,-00- 0
passed
the tion and provides for the immediate the territory approximately
undry- civil bills have
is now assured for southern Colfax
a year, has been disapproved! by
House, but not the Senate.
erection by the State Capitol Conjmis the Interstate Commerce Commission. county. It means the reclamation of
has
deficiency
bill
not
general
The
100,000 acres of splendid land by Chision of a Temple of justice, to cost
When the plans of the two battle- cago and Germun capitalists.
even come out of the House commit;i50,ooo.
ships to be appropriated for-b- y
fhis
tee on appropriations.
A merger hai been effected, conFour more bodies in addition to the session of Congress are 3ubmttted?for
There remain to be passed by the
solidating the properties of the French
..
Senate, therefore, the pensions, post- - eleven removed, making llfteen in all, final approval, It will be recommendIrrigation Company, the Maxoffice, agriculture, naval, military aca- were taken from the Belmont mine at ed that the motive power be derived Land &
well Irrigation Lands Company, the
diplomatic
and Tonopah, Nev., through the new shaft. fiom fuel oil exclusively.
demy, fortifications,
Springer Ditch system, the Charle
consular, sundry civil and general de The remains of the last four are
The text of a new treaty with Japan, Springer company and a number ot
frightfully mutilated and it is believed designed to replace
ficiency bills.
.of .1804 am'
that
irrigable land.
.
If the Senate could devote the five they came from the bottom of the drawn with (he special design of smaller tracts of fine
Over $10,000,000 will be spent in
- and
a half days left of the present shaft, which is 1,100 feet deep.
eliminating the restrictions upon im- completing these enterprises, includto the calendar,' and if
, Congress
The question of Japanese exclusion migration contracted in that treaty,
price construction of
'
could be curtailed, senators has flared up again In the California has been laid before the Senate iby ing the purchase
reservoirs and ditches and other work.
would not worry about the legislative
Legislature, spreading from the Sen- President Taft.
One of the biggest undertakings to be
Situation. Notices already have been ate to the assembly. The lower hause
The House completed the naval ap- carried out is the completion of the
given of several speeches on pending
a resolution Identical with propriation bill and will pass It. As proposed Eagle's Nest dam, In thfc
adopted
rr.easures.
'" The McCall bill, to carry out the the one adopted by the Senate, call- agreed lo when read for amendment, it Moreno valley, which will Impound
Cali- provides for two new battleships, t.vvo 110,000 acre feet of water.
provisions of the Canadian reciprocity ing upon the President and the
to safe fleet colliers, eight torpedo boat deThe First National bank of Chicago.
agreement is on the calendar, am fornia delegation in Congres
stroyers and four submarine torpedo George T. Nicholson of the Santa Fe
C.natnn llaln an A nlhfl,a nnnf-Eútl guard the interests of the state.
"
boats.
Railroad Company, and others are finthe agreement have made it clear they
GENERAL.
Colorado, Washington,
Idaho ant! ishing the big proposition.
do not infend that any prior rights
shall be given to It because of the in-- .
Four persons are dead and one is Oklahoma, the only states l ot now rep
.terest of President Taft or for any dying as the result of drinking wooJ resented by memorial tablets in the
New Mexico State Fair.
Washington monument, are to be in
I, ia lioranlll. nloa, that
i,iha ,..aa..n
alcohol by mistake at Horton, N. Y,
Roswell. At a recent meeting of the
vited to join their sister states in
a vote can be prevented on the McNew Mexico Fair Association, the.
Friends At her home in Eureka
Call bill without resort to a filibuster. Springs, Ark., have received advices thus honoring the- - memory of George week of Oct.
was chosen for tho
Washington at a meeting of the Wash
The faction which supports Senator from doctors that Mrs. Carrie Nation
next fair, which is to be called the
ington
National
Monument
Society.
Thirty-firs- t
J.orimer is determined that disposition has completely lost her mind.
Arizona and New Mex'co. probably will New Mexico State Fair,
shall be made of the Lorlmer case at
Annual. President Isaac Barth anil
As the result of a mutiny, seventy be Invited to partió,. , j.
Secretary-Manage- r
this session, but it is ev'Jent the
John B McManits,
seven students, mostly' third class
A novel hunting expedition will start who will direot the destinies of the
forces will resist any attempt men,
at the Lexington, Virginia Mill from New York for East Africa, in the coming
aggressively
. to take a vote before they have conalready
fair, have
tary Institute have been expelled.
cluded their arguments.
near future.
The hunters intend to taken hold of the proposition and theru
Two hundred lawyers in all parts capture
wild
alive and trans- - is every indication that the exposict the country acted as a jury to de- port them to. animals
Hebrews Lead Immigration.
country,
this
turn them tion will be on a larger scale than
proper
to
allowed
fees
be
termine the
Washington.
During January 36,-36-1 attorneys in a Kansas case, and one loose in the arid plains of the South.- - ever before. The New Mexico association recently successfully negotiated
Immigrants were admitted to the firm which asked $40,000
will ' get west and in the ranges of the Rockies,
United States 24,120 men and 12,241 S2.500; another firm that sought $30,-00- 0 where it is hoped . they will breed an arrangement with the Colorado
game for the sportsmen of future gen- fair managers, whereby a ..racing
women. Of this total 6,054 were Hewill receive $7,500, and a third
established tb take in Pueblo,
brews, tb lái est number of any who
$3,000 will get what he erations.
Cañón City, llamar, Las Animas,
race. Southern Italy furnished the asked.asked
Two resolutions asserting the exist- Rocky Ford, Trinidad, and other. Colonext largest number, 5,377.
The West no longer has a monopoly ence of monopolistic control of the cof- rado towns and Albuquerque.
on Irrigation.
The agricultura Eas-- , fee market by a Brazilian. producing
House Breaks Record.
Booster Buttermilk Banquet.
In passing the sundry with Its abundant anual rainfall, has Interest, and American and Europeans
Washington.
found it profitable to emulate the ex- interested with them, and calling reAlbuquerque.
One hundred and fifcivil bill, carrying approximately
ample
of the West, and is learning the spectively upon the president and the ty prominent citizens of the Pecos valthe House made a new record.
of
swampy
irrrigatlon.
value
Even
the
attorney general- to report whether ley sat down at a statehood function,
Never before In the memory of capítol
- attaches ' has
the sundry civil bill, lands of the South are now being sue any investigation of the matter has known as a "boosters' buttermilk banapcessfully
through
cropped
artificial
supply
bills,
the
all
been
biggest
of
been' instituted by the government, quet," at which the beverage made imthe
plication of water.
put through the House in two days.
have been Introduced in Congress.
mortal by Vice President Fairbanks
Increased activity in. the securities
The new Japanese treaty of trade was the strongest liquid on the menu.
"
World 8wimming Record.
of the
Gould railway compa- and navigation was ratified after a
Sydney N. S. W. The Australian
nies served to again call attention to two hours' executive session of the
Texas Finally Wins. - v
Longworth,
121 rumors of further absorption of these Senate.
covered
swimmer,
While the apprehension
of
Washington.
By a unanimous vote
yards in one minute' and five seconds. properties by Standard
Loeb Western senators ' that the treaty
Interest, a step which was marked re- might let down the bars to coolie la- the House adopted the Culberson
This is a new world's record.
cently with George Gould's announcewithout
bor was hot entirely removed, these Stephens joint resolution
Chicago-Seattl- e
Service.
ment of his forthcoming retirement senators contented themselves with amendment, reaffirming the Clark line
Chicago. Edward Mahoney, district from from the presidency of
Misthe
They In- as the boundary between Texas and
expressing their solicitude.
passenger agent of the Chicago, Mil- souri Pacific.
terposed no objection to ratification.
New Mexico. The resolution was
waukee & St. Paul railroad, says that
An explosion occurred
in the gas
The agricultural appropriation bill adopted in the Senate several days
two solid steel trains of the most modern construction, carrying "Milwau- purifier house of the Danville, Va., mu has been reported to the Senate. It ago anl is now ready for President
an increase of
be operated nicipal gas plant, wrecking the two-stor- carries $16,980,196,
kee" sleeping-cars,'-wiTaft's Signature. As the President has
brick structure and putting the $256,685 over the amount of the bill been one of the chief advocates tor
each way, from Chicago to Seattle, beplant
out
of
commission.
by
passed
the
as it was
House.
ginning May 28th.
this resolution there Is no question
but that Texas has finally won.

EPITOMIZED

EXTRA SESSION

VERY PROBABLE

MOST INTEREST

ITEMS.

.Minor Occurences of More Than Ordl- nary Interest.
of Clovls Is given
, The population
..
'
as 3,255.
Nearly a foot of suow has fallen on
the black range.
There are several hundred cases of
measles in Albuquerque."
Abrían Dimas of Barelás, a pioneer
of Bernalillo county, is dead...
The new Baptist church at Roswell
was dedicated on February 26th. l
Heavy losses of cattle and sheep
will result from the bitter cold.
The school board of Lordsburg ha)
ordered all scholastics vaccinated.
The Ft. Worth, Texlco and Albuquerque railroad is being revived.
The Seaberg Coliseum at Raton was
entirely destroyed by fire recently.
was recently
A very large bob-ca- t
caught in a steel trap at Moriarty.
Gallup is to have a third bank, the
Gallup Bank and Trust Company.
There are 127,700 Catholics in New
Mexico, according to official directory,
n
A
steel bridge is to be built
across the Pecos river south of Roswell.
Silver City is erecting a handsomo
and commodious public school building.
The Southern Methodists of Roswell
have decided to build a $20,000
church.
Irrigation by pumping Is taking
away the fear of drouth in many localities.
The New Mexico State Fair will be
held in Albuquerque this year, Octo-

'"

ber

The

BAKING
POWDER

That Makes th Baking Btttar
Failure are almost Imponible with
Calumet.
We know that it will give you bitter
remits.
.i..
We know that the bakinf will be urer
more whol omo.
We know that it will be more evenir
raised.
And we know that Calumet fa more
economical, both la its use and cost.
We know these thlnss because we
have put the quality Into it we have
seen it tried out In every way. It is
used now in millions ot nomea ana ita
sales are growing" dauy. it ia tne
modern baking: powder.
, ::.
Have von tried It?
Calumet is highest In Quality--r
moderate in price.
im
Received Hieheet Award
iW
World' Pare Food Expoefcioo.

fjf

(Alüff

The site for the Las Cruces federal
building will cost the government
$15,000.

An organization known as the New
Mexico Direct Legislation League haj
been organized.
The Masonic Temple at Albuquerque is nearing completion and will be
dedicated in April.
The Alamo national forest headquarters are to be moved from Alamo
gordo to Cloudcroft.
The appointment of Harold Hurd as
receiver at the land office at Roswell
.;
has been confirmed.
A prairie fire, which threatened several houses, swept the range south ot
Wagon Mound recently. The Albuquerque Law aiid Order, or
Good Citizen's League, row has a
membership of 300.
James Vickery of Mogollón is in a
serious condition as a result of being
shot by unknown persons.
The El Paso & Southwestern railroad is moving its depot fvom Coalora
to Capitán, Lincoln county.
The Lordsburg & Hachlta railroad
and the Arizona & New Mexico' rail- .roau nave Deeu consououieu.
Despite the fact this is the dull season of the year quite a good deal of
building is going en in Deming.
A, bill is now before Congress asking for $5,000, to put down a test well
for artesian water at Montoya.
The Commonwealth Club of Portales
is encouraging the farmers of that locality to plant more canteloupes.
The business men of Portales have
put their thotilders to the wheel and
are going after the sugar- beet factory
in earnest.
E. G. McNabb, charged with killing
H. H. Hargis at Vaughn, last October,
has been sentenced to be hanged at
Santa Rosa.
The Rock Island, Texas and Gulf
railway contemplates building a line
into Tucumcari, and have asked for a
$50,000 bonus. '
Although New Mexico has fully one-hal- f
greater populaM n than Arizona
it has only three cities of more than

'""'

5,000.

The measure of what we love and
admire Is the measure of bur. own
worth. Dobson.
SOUTHERN

IDAHO FARM

BARGAIN

Itnpmvpd. Irrigated. Peracre ill.;" casb, balanc.
fñ.u&annualír. eight years. Uuod buildings, fenced,
flnw level well drained soil, old water riabta.
TU
close to railroad and town, H6Ü aerea qow alfalfa and
Write for full description and photographs.
ALTEK UOOl'U

One Happy Condition.

"Wireless Is a wonderful thing, isnt
it?
It's going to take the place
telegraph, telephone,
of everything
thought transference-rwhy- ,
they even
transmit newsraper photographs that
way.';
"Yes, but, there's one thing they'll
never do with wireless."
,

"What's that?"
"

Is Mennonite Minister.
Miss Anna J. Allebach is the first
woman to be elected a minister of the
Menonite church In this country, although there are two women- - in Holland acting in that capacity.
She 1
president of the New York University
Philosophical society. Her ordination
took place 'on January 15 In Philadelphia. .
Denominational

Puzzle.

The wife of a prominent Unitarian
clergyman Is still wondering what her
cook meant. She was a new cook, and
there was every reason to believe she
was a good cook. At any rate, she
had unquestionably served in good
families, and she brought the best of
references. . Nevertheless, her new
mistress did not hesitate to, give her
a few instructions.
"One thing I want you to remember, Nellie," said she, "is the way we
like our oatmeal.
Don't leave it watery. But we don't like It. hard and
dry, either."
,
"Trust me, mum," résponded the
cook, confidently.
"I'll get It right,
never fear. I've worked in .Unitarian

Delegate Andrews has filed bills for
pensions for Mrs. Anna Pierce, East
Las Vegas, $20 a month; and Gus M.
Brass, Jr., of Clayton. .
Shot At Rodeo, Grant county. Dr.
Phillips shot a cowboy full of shot be.
cause tho cowboy was raiding the phyroost.
sician's chicken
Throughout - eastern New Mexico
rain has been general this, week and families before."
its coming has revived the almost lost
Climatic Conversation.
hopes of the farmers.
"The weather is always a. conveniNew Mexico has millions of acres
topic
of conversation.". ...
lands, and many ot ent
of unoccupied
"I don't thtlnk" so. You are so often
these acres would be remarkably fer compelled
to think twice hi order to
tile if water were supplied.
select polite phraseology.".
The American
Bankers' Insurance
Company of Chicago; 111., has been adHave to Pull Them In.
mitted to transact a life, insurance
Ella There are íust vas good fish
business in New Mexico.
in the sea
Two liundred and ninety-fiv- e
Stella But you have to "have a pull
men
are now at work, at Elephant Butte, to land them.
with thirteen foremen, and the num-b.e- r
A woman always fears she won't be
is being added to daily.
In time for the bargain sale.'
At Farmington the Methodists are
starting a $15,000 church and the Y.
M. C. A. and Masons will both erect
large buildings in the near future.
The land owners tinder the Picacho
ditch on the west side ot the river,
near Las Vegas, have decided to extend the ditch to the south so as 'to
acres more Of
take in about-2,50land. ..
.
.;

COLDS

The district clerks of New Mexico:
are busy, compiling statistics on the
crime, of miirder committed in New
Mexico dttrlng the past five years.
A carload of land buyers and home-seekerMnnyon's Cold Remedy
Believes toé
from Kentucky reached Dem- bead, throat and lungs almost ImmediateChecks Fevers, stops Discharges of
ly.
ing recently
and several thousand, the nose,
takes away all aches and pains
acres In the Mimbres valley were pur- caused by colas. It cures Orip and
Cough and prevents Pneumonia.
chased.
03rd and Jefferson
Write Prof. Münyon,
fits., P bl In., Pa. ' tor medical advice abt
The Santa 'Fe Railway Company, to solutely
' '
irec
encourage the- pumping, for irrigation
for making Zltnmennan'a Gárbolis
plan .around .Albuquerque, will offer FORM IIS A ' Dream
íót chapped hands, faoe and
jjpfl Rnri
for 25c
i uui ;niKra't..ry, nionrT diu-b-.
a rate of 35 cents a hundred on fuel
HUMAN, 4rugglit, Ilulttüaitda.e Ato., Chicago,
"
oil for engines;
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It may be true that figures do
not lie, but
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The war in Jaurez
how for El Paso.

ig

a great

Because of the private sales it
is hard to ksep track of the mark
et price of votes.

It sometimes occurs that an investigating committee takes the
place of whitewash.
The man who stole the hives
of bees in the District of Columbia may yet get stung.
A political boss is always willing to save the trouble of picking out a senatorial candidate.
Judging from the pictures in
the papers those Mexican revolutionists have better press agents
than tailors.

you cannot make

When crops as good as those

fashionable dressmaker believe rainfall by several farmers north
east of town, among whom may
it.
It is claimed that marriage is a be mentioned Messrs. Allen, Rob-bin- s,
Stearns and Williamson,
lottery, but it cannot be true,
why
we have a bumper
can't
law
would
else the
not take hold
crop this year, and the soil also
of it.
in better condition.
Men who owe all they have
Plow deep; conserve your moisand all they are to an industrous ture and put your trust in the
economical wife, too often leave Campbell system.
her out when they boast of their
success, as most successful men
GRATITUDE TO WHOM
are prone to do.
GRATITUDE IS DUE
Women may Dossiblo not know
enough to' vote, though we don' Whatever the political fate of
admit it: but she certainly knows men who hane been interested in
enough not to sell that vote to New Mexico, the first name to
the first briber who may happen consider for a senator-shi- p
is that
along.
of the man who has worked
There is a wide difference be night and day, in season and out
tween having a note in the bank of season to secure statehood
and having a banknote in the and its accompanying blessings.
pocket, and therein lies the dif He never gives up a fight when
ference between complacency it is going to benefit his people,
and he knows how to win. The
and discontent.
gratitude of a new
When a man comes along whin homage and
him. and a square
state
due
are
ing that he is a victim of circumpeo
stances, the chances are the cir- deal is all that
bestowing
will
ple
in
consider
cumstances were contained withDelegate
staves and labeled high political favors.
in
won the
has
William
Andrews
H.
"Old Rye."
spurs and a grateful people
Not infrequently the exalted should see to it that he is per
lodge member, the whack of mitted to wear them with honor
whose gavel brings all the mem- to himself and credit to his coun
bers up standing, takes off his try. The Deming Graphic.
shoes outside the door when he
goes home, lest he waken his
wife. Farm Journal.
fair-mind-

iron-bou-

LOW FARES

DID YOU EVER?

And now the joyful spring
The old fashioned boy who
boots now approacheth; soon the trees will
hoped for
has a son who is an authority on put forth their buds and don
their beautiful verdure. The
silk socks.
little grasslets and flowers will
The escort of police at the I eutify our hills and vales, and
Gould wedding cost the city of all the world will feel glad you
New York over $800, but think and I will lay aside our grouch
of the advertising New York which brings us back t the or
got out of it.
iginal question.
Did you ever walk down a
The peace of mind of many shady lane on a beautiful spring
Democrats appears to require a day like the ones that are soon
daily assurance that W. J. Bryan due?
is out of politics.
Did you ever walk with some
one who was even more radiant
We are not prepared to say ly beautiful than the weather,
that the Baltimore celebration the birds or even the flowers?
accomplished very much, but it
Did you ever say things to that
greatly increased the coniump-tio- n some one and feel the springtime
of licker and vittels.
surging through your every vein
and fiber?
Congress has found that raisDid you ever sit 'neath the
ing the price of postage on pubdeis
any
not
sort,
shade of a tree and be content
lications of of
sired by the people. No, Mr. with that some one; feeling that
Congressmen, we do not want you never cared to get up, meer- light and. truth taxed. If you ly to be
will stop paying the railroads and a
the rest of
$47,000.000 for carryiyg mails, your life?
If you never have, its coming
and cut that sum in two which
will still be ample the post office o you this spring or some other
springtime in the future. And
will show a large surplus.
if you have, just a little of the
oldtime feeling will creep o'er
Congress expects to finish its you these sunny days and you
business, affirm president Taft's will wish it back again.
reciprocity agreement with CanO you springtime.
ada, and adjoum on March 4.
country
can
Just to think, the
The general snow and rain
have nearly a whole year's rest throughout the southwest during
and thus get down to business the past week has added countand prosperity again. Congress less thousands to the wealth of
performs one of its greatest ser- the country. The precipitation
vices to the country when it
for the past month, in this part
aggregates
of the territory,
about two inches. Old native-bor- n
A freckled person always wears
residents; careful observers
specks. Did you notice that?
of weather conditions, freely
predict plentiful rains for the
The wind often travels eighty coming season one of the best
with-tiles an hour and that too
this part of the country has seen
a ticket.
in a number of years.
Now is the time for the farm
A word to the wise is sufficient,
kut a whole volume wouldn't con- er to get busy and put his land
in the best possible condition,
vince the otherwise.
put in the spring crops and, most
Many a nan who is calling important of all, conserve the
loudly for justice would be in the moisture that we have in the
county jail if he got it
soil at the present time can not
Much of the what we eall love fail to have a fine crop. We have
at first aight fails when it cornea had two years of drouth here
and should profit from past ex
to the second, sober view.
perience; not do "this 'and that,
Time robs us of many things, thus and so," because our old
but wounds our vanity first by Daddy done it that
iatroducing wrinkles and the
Several of the more progres
double chin.
sive dry farmers have set out to
plant larger crops than ever this
Some men are like a laying year, and also as one of them
hen, they set up a big cackling says "more intensive as well as
anything.
every time they
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California
New Mexico

to

red-topp-

ut

Precis J

a raised with the late and slight $1.00

Arizona
Mexico
One way Colonist tickets on sale
daily, Marck 10 to April 10, 1911,

inclusive, from

Sumner
Fort
a few points shown

below.

Only

For fares to other points and information as to the liberal stopover privileges accorded, write
or see the undersigned.
25.00
Los Angeles
23.00
San Francisco
25.00
San Diego
25.00
Pasadena
25.00
Redlands
25.00
Sacramento
25.00
Santa Barbara
25.00
Monterey
25.00
Prescott
25.00
Phoenix
25.00
Flagstaff
25.00
Tucson
26.25
Bisbee

i ub.eripcioa,

1

an

'
Tenemos buen papel para
encabezados de cartas para toda
clase de negocio, notas promisorias y varías otras clases de
notas.

Under the canal at

HERE IS THE "PERFECT"

or write
A. D.! HARRIS

Call on

A Good Example

CAT

PlU

tape

"I am a good example," writes Mrs. R. LT Bell, of
McAIester, Okla., "of what Cardui will do for suffering
women.
"I suffered with my head and back, for over six years,
and although I tried everything, I never could get anything to do me any good, until I began to take Cardui.
"Cardui has surely helped me and built me up and I
am so thankful that 1 have found something that will do
me good. I feel so much stronger and better than 1 have
in a long time."
It is well to make up your mind before you are sick
what medicine you will take when you are sick.

Which
Deeeribe the
Constitute IK Standard Type
of PatiM.

Catastrophe oame to many cats of
all classes at the annual exhibit ot th
(CaL) Cat club.
hot Ana-al- e
Here la Mrs. de BUn's description
of the perfect or standard cat:
'The perfect type of mato must
have a lart round bead, small ears
act far apart, and lart. round area.
He should be set tow on his legs, and
the upper Joints of lb less should be
short The male should bar lart.
strong let, and the broad chest of thJ
bulldog. He should hará a general
stocky build. Colors vary with the dlt
The nose should be
fcrent classes.
stub, and the tall, when extended orer
the back, should not reach farther
than the shoulder Joint In general,
the brash should be short and thick,
end la proportion to the build. The
same characteristics ara required for
females, except that the rugged frame
of the malo la not essential.
"A tabby eat Is a cat with markings, either of stripes or blotches. In
light or dark shades. The name comes
word Atabe,
from the old Persian
meaning watered silk."

ENERGY

WAS

CARDUI

1
J

47

The Woman's

Write to: Udlct' Advitorr Dept., Cluttanoots Medicine Co., Chininnood. Teas,
lor Special lnttnuttont. snd
book. ' Home Treatment lor Women." seat bee.

am

Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers
"Inventions needed."
Send rough sketch or model for
search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Oreeley was formerly.
of
Acting Commissioner of Patents, and as such had full
the U. S. Patent Office.
Book on patents. "Hints to inventors."

"Why some inventors fail."

c.uj

""'tvittm

WASTED

American Newspaper Reporter Haa
Queer Experience oa the London
Times.

mr o

lili

When in
Need

Agent,
A. T. & S. F. RY.
FORT SUMNER,

N. M.

-- CALL-

atthe
City Barber
Shop

for anything
to make you
"Look Good"
in the line of
Clothes and
Barber Work
A. J. GILLIAM,

Prop

iMsmpt

Don'iWt
SANDOVAL'S Stors Has Them

We want your Cash business
and will make prices to get it,
at Earickson & Co's.

Mexican bean
Celery

doi bunch .50

Potatoes

103 lbs

I

ie
aer,

D.
I

12

.

uva.
for

J

raftntntui.

BANK MCPBaCHOKS.
viauiipa iur our i wu irrr Binar
rmi
on stOW TO OBTAIN and
W hlrtt otaM will ana v flaw f n arM aart.
patent law aitd o fur TaJuatxe üií iKinailosa.

liu

Irwtru
I

ail cuuuaiim, 1110
and Uoiynhu
M oriol or I'ltota,

nalmlal-llltv-

SWIFT & CO.
PATIHV LAWVIRB,
St., Wasslneie. B. C.

Reveal

For sole one lot near the lake,
lots with larjre trees on them.
W.F.Mc Intyre.

.OS

Corn
, chops
Hilo mail heads
Ranch egg--a

In

Iiinni4lTuiiiauiiad

,,

1.75
1.65
1.75

.75
dos .30 a .35

Oysters; New York Counts
and New York selects. At
Wright and Hurd Cafe.

Dr. King's Hew Discovery
KILLS

THE

COUGH.

structing It"

Wanted a Family.
who baa Just come orer from
tba old country. waa very much afra.d
of women, and. If the truth were
known, waa very unattractive to the
tatr ix. Consequently he had never
married.
. adfl
Uebisnb
rati
Ac
ftlH1 Covmmt.
When he applied for employment
emen pt ton nay
Anyone wntnfif a oatrh
be
tr,e man rejected him because
qnlckly atanain our opinion fraa wbsnbtrr an
inventlnn M probably natantabla. Comen nntra
waant married and didn't have a famllniiiifrtdlyconMmtlaJ. MANDI00K on PatauU
awatiey ruraacunaffaaMnt..
marry.
tint fro. Old
decided
to
Thereupon
Pat
ily.
l'sienu takan tarotift Mann A Co. facalvt
IpreM mMm, without bara. 1 iba
II had seen a sign over a restaurant which read:
"Families served here," so Tat
A hantfaomair llhMtrataé) wwaily.
eb
braced himself and went In. "Do you
Tarnii, fl
toarnaL fmfi
CDlaUon of any
yar ; tour month. It. Bold by all r.awtlilra,
serve families her? be asked.
"Tee, sir," said the clerk at the
.
desk.
Pat reached for hi wallet In his
Him If I were to kiss you
hip pocket, and carefully removing a
would you scream for help?
greary bill said:
Her I would but for one
"Well, gtre m a wife and two

Pat

Scientific American.
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thing;.

Him And what is that?
Her For fear some one mieht
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"Tes, sir," said the trust magnate,
proudly, "I'm the architect of my owa
fortuna."
"Well," rejoined the friendly critic,
"all I've got to say la that It's a lucky
thing for you there war no building
Inspectors around when you was con-

rTxTrrirT?

"H

WASHINGTON,

es

A. B. Hale

you are tired, mis-

erable and when life seems a weary grind. It will put
new thoughts into your head, fresh courage into your mind.
If not sick now, at least burn Cardui on to the pages
of your memory, so that when you are sick you will ask
for it without thinking.
If sick or weak, get a bottle today. ' At all druggists.

Tonopah
The Insurance companies
25.00
Deming
Concrete buildings as
25.00
being the best Fire Proof Struc-urFreedom of 6pcsch.
Silver City
Newspapers In England had not
25.00
ChihuEhua
made. Wright & Hurd.
the right to criticise the policy of the
25.00 king and the ministers until the end
Guaymas
Mr. Wal25.C0 of the eighteenth oentury.
Mexico City
Local Market Report
ter, the first editor of the London
Through tourist sleepers Albu Ttmea, had to serve a year's Imprison16.00
querque to Los Angeles and San ment for censuring the duke of York, Alfalfa hay, baled, per ton,
14.00
waa more than 100 years after Millet
Francisco are electric lighted and That
12.60
Milton, in the "Areopaglttca," stated Cane
men
smooking
room for
fashion the reasons Sweet potatoes
have
In unanswerable
.021-lb
speech.
.01
and extra large dressing room (or freedom of
Turnip
.02 2
Onion
for women.
-

Tonic

You will be glad to take it when

It Saved the Calf.
for
Deacon Brown had dressed
church and had suddenly remembered
that hu had not fed the calf. The calf
was Terr young and the deacon was
very tenderly and cautiously raising
hlra on a b 'tle. He hesitated about
venturing to feed the animal without
changing his clothes, but his time was
limited, so he took the bottle and
went to the barn. The calf choked,
and accidentally coughed milk all
over the deacon's coat a fact which
Irritated the good man severely, and,
losing his tempre. he said:
"You fool calf! If It were not for
the love I bear my Lord and Master
bead oft."
I'd chop your

HIS

a bargain

Town lots in different parts of town

Hacemos trabajo especial en
obras de boletas pitra casamien
tos, encabezados de cartas y
circulares de toda clase.

A young Philadelphia!) recently weal
abroad and secured a position aa reporter for the London Ttmea. He was
seat on owning to write up the story
of a rich and beautiful girl, who bad
taken chloroform because her lover
falied to appear at the altar whea due.
The young Philadelphia raced nimbly
about gathering various particulars,
and hurried back to the office In a cab,
after getting hi copy Into shape. Not
far from midnight ha sped upstair
to the local room, and turned In his
copy with apologies for bis unavoidable lateness.
"It doesn't matter."
said one of the editors, calmly, "this
35.C0 Is Monday, you know, and we print
35.60 suicides only on Saturdays."

Goldfield

Your Opportunity

K.SS'a NEW UFE
Tf.

CURES THE LUNGS

In Wis Fsee af Pain.
J
Instaaoea of bravery In the face of
the most Intense pain are of dally occurrence, but eren In case of dlf-Bcult and tedious operations the at
tention paid to tbcai Is slight unless ,
they are undergone
result of self- - j
sserlflc. A cut where a friend ae-- '
)
rlflcea a few pieces of skin to b
grafted on a victim of burns or scalds i
will be lo'.d of at length, wbl'a the man
who suffer lust a much pain from a !
broken leg Is cot ccasldend worthy ot )
mention. Tht man who Mee gatplng i
for breath with an stuck of Inter- eonslj- costal neuralgia la sometime
spectacle, but a .1
ered a laughabl
g.iln
swollen
wonld
wrist
tpralnad and
i
him prompt sympathy and help.
amount of pala that la endured gen
erally Is not taken tnts consideration:
the drenmsUnee ot the case fern Ik
basts far the opinion of the outsider.

PIIISWIBTS

IS THE ONLY

Poultry prefer light houses.

THAT

Be careful

of your feed

IF YOU HAVE A SICKLY

with

all

YOUNGSTER TRY THIS FREE

stock.
Drainage is a necessary foundation
for a good road.

AWFUL

Gapes can be cured by fumlgatina

the chicken with sulphur.

BACKACHE

Select your cockerels to overcome
the shortcomings of your hens.
Baked potatoes occasionally

fed to

by Lydia E Pinknara's
Vegetable Compound

the chicks are relished by them.

Morton's Gap. Kentucky. "I suf
fered two vears with female disorders.
my health was very

moisture

Cured

Butter fat seems to absorb

mm n
1

Remove the orchard litter.
Sweet clover Is very
ing.

think.'"

Neatly Put. '
The Duchess Decazes, as all the
world knows, was an American
a
daughter of the enormously rich Sin.
ger family.
The duchess was once taking part In
some amateur theatricals at Ragaz
when a New York girl said to her
mother:
"Is she a real duchess?"
"Yes, my dear," the mother, - a
Knickerbocker, answered.
"Yes, real,
but machine made."
Violation of Rules.
have expelled my favorite
from
his brotherhood," said
waiter
one hotel patron.
"Yes," replied the other, "he aecl- dentally smiled and said "Thank you,'
a dollar's worth for a
tip."
"They

CHILDREN

AFFECTED

By Mother's Food and Drink.

Many babies have been launched
into life with constitutions weakened
by disease taken In with their mothers' milk. Mothers cannot be too careful as to the food they use while nursing their babes.
The experience of a Kansas City
mother is a case in point:
'I was a great coffee drinker from a
child, and thought I could not do with- out It. But I found at last it was doing me harm. For years I had been
troubled with dizziness, spots before
my eyes and pain In my heart, to
which was added, two years later, a
chronic sour stomach.
"The baby was born 7 months ago,
and almost from the beginning, It. too.
suffered from sour stomach. She was
taking it from me!
"In my distress I consulted a friend
of more experience and the told me
. tp quit coffee, that, coffee did not
make good milk. I have since ascer
tained that It really dries up the milk.
"So, I quit coffee and tried tea and
at last cocoa. But they did not agree
with me. Then I turned to Postum
with the happiest results. It proved
to be the very thing I needed. . It not
only agreed perfectly with baby and
myself, but it increased the flow of
my milk.
"My husband then quit coffee and
used Postum and quickly got well of
the dyspepsia with which he bad been
troubled. I no longer suffer from the
dizziness, blind spells, pain In my
heart or sour stomach.
"Now we all drink Postum from my
husband to my seven months' old
baby. It has proved to be the best
hot drink we, have ever used. We
would not give up Postum for the best
coffee we ever drank."
Name given
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mloh.
Get the little book, "The Road to
Wellville," In pkgs.
"There's a Reason."
Ever rmmi ta above letter? A sew
appears from time ta time, Tfeey
ara geaalae, trna, aaa fall of namaa

latereat.

drouth-resis- t

Plan for an orchard this year, If you
naven't got one.
The cow Is the final judge as to
the real worth of silage.
Rye straw Is of very little use on
the farm except for bedding.
A cow should be dried off for a few

weeks before the calving period.

Sunshine Is a great purifier; allow
It free access In the barn whenever
possible.
Milk is very susceptible to filth and
disease, and care must be exercised
In handling It.
The cow that does not yield a profit
at the pall eats just about as much as
the cow that does.
Don't plant any flowers In straight
rows except hollyhocks or sunflowers,
or plants for borders.

Keeping records of the cows Is oft
entimes the first step toward success.

The one cry against the general
practice of dairy farming Is that It
requires too much labor.

During the summer months poultry
consume a large amount of green for
age.

The well ventilated barn will be
more comfortable on the coldest day
than one poorly ventilated.

are always considered
Chickens
more or less of a side line on the
farm.

Twenty acres of corn put Into the
silo Is worth more In feeding a dairy
herd than 30 acres In the crib.

Plenty of
Write to Sirs. Plnkham, at
I.ynn, Mass., for special advice. fresh air will
Your letter will be absolutely ous lambs.
confidential and the advice ire.
Ellen Terry's Joke.
When Ellen Terry was presented
with a Founders' gold medal at the
New theater. New York, recently an
honor conferred in recognition of her
great services to dramatic art she
was called upon to make a speech of
acceptance.
It so happened that the
actress was exceedingly hoarse and
she was therefore forced to cut her
remarks short. So she told this story:
'A friend of mine once bought a parrot and gave much money for it with
the understanding that It oould speak
fluently, but when be reached home
with It he found to his dismay that
the bird was dumb. So be took it
back. 'This parrot cannot say a word,'
he said Indignantly to the bird fancier.
It can't talk at all.' Talk!" the dealer exclaimed. 'Come to think of It, I
know It can't, but it's a devil to

comparatively

Many growers think there is mors
money In raspberries than strawber
rles.

i

naa a
oaa ana
continual backache
which was simply
awful. I could not
stand on my feet
long enough to cook
a meal's victuals
without my back
nearly klllinir me.
and 1 would have
such dragging
1 could
I B I
T
rmrdiv Kao r tt
Lad soreness in each side, could not
tand tight clothing, and was irregular,
was completely run down. On adrice I took Xydla E. Finkham's Vege
ta Die compound ana .Liver .talis ana
am enjoying good health. It is now
pore than two years and I have not
bad an ache or pain since I do all my
own work, washing and everything,
hare the backache any more,
Índ neveryour
medicine íb grand and I
praise it to all my neighbors. If you
testimony
will help others
my
think
you may publish it." Mrs. Ollib
Woodall, Morton's Gap, Kentucky.
Backache Is a symptom of organlo
weakness or derangement. If you
have backache don't neglect it. To
relielf you must reach
?et permanent
root of the trouble. Nothing wa
know of will do this so surely as Lydia
. finkham's Compound.

when

mors
warm

r

exercise and

Insure a crop of vigor-

Don't forget about tbe lice these
days, when the hens are shut up a
good part of the day and night.

HW

NL.Y the hungry know the real
Inv nf entinar. Slmn 0 out-dohfe stimulates the muscular system and
induces or preserves a stats of health.

Food for the Invalid.
Those who have sick people to feed,
and care for, are often at a loss to
know what to feed them and have it
at the same time appetizing and nutri

tious.
In serving a glass of milk, a cup
of gruel or beef tea, place on a plate
covered with a dolly.
In cases of kidney disease, the diet
should be limited almost entirely to
vegetables, skimmed milk and plenty
of water.
Dyspeptic people should avoid all
starchy food and take only the simplest diet.
A rheumatic patient should be denied sweets and only the white meats
should be eaten; also gluten bread
and toast
The hard part of an oyster should
be removed when serving them to an
111 person.
Liquid foods are followed by the
seml-sollfoods In convalescence.
The
method of feeding a cold and starving a fever Is not
considered good, as science has shown
that plenty of nourishment is required
to repair the waste of the tissues,
caused by the fever.
After the liquid diet comes the
soups, thickened with rice and barley,
eggs In various forms, milk and cream
toast, chicken and beef jelly and sim
ilar foods. Grape juice, lemonade,
flaxseed tea, barley water are drinks
that are given frequently, in small

quantities.
After a long Illness, solid food
Is resumed
very gradually and In
Regularity in milking helps the flow
There Is a best temperature for each small quantities, as the digestive sys
during the present and all subsequent
tem
muBt
npt
Individual lot of cream, but this can
be
lactation periods.
Typhoid fever patients are, as a
be determined only by experience.
rule, very ravenous when they first
Good drainage to a cow stable Is abIf the man who has no silo would begin to improve, and the greatest
solutely necessary, and a cement floor watch his neighbor feed and watch care should be taken that they do
serves this end to good advantage.
not over-ea- t
or take any food that
the results he would soon have one.

The family with young children that Is
without sickness in the house now and
then Is rare, and so it is Important that
the head of the house should know what
to do In the little emergencies that arise.
A child with a serious ailment needs a
doctor, It is true, but In the majority of
Instances, as any dootor knows, the child
surfers from some Intestinal trouble,
usually constipation.
There In no sense In giving It a pill or
a remedy containing an opiate, nor la
flushing of the bowels to be always
Rather give it a small dose
of a mild, gentle laxative tonic like Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which, by cleaning out the bowels and strengthening the

little stomach muscles, will Immediately
correct the trouble.
This is not alone our opinion but that
of Mrs. N. H. Mead of 1 roeport, Kans.,
whose granddaughter has been: taking It
successfully and of Mrs. J. K. Whiting
of Lena, wis., who gives it to her children,
and takes It herself. It Is sold in fifty
cent and one dollar bottles at every
drug store, but If you want to test it In
your family before you buy it send your
address to Dr. Caldwell and he will tor-wa-rd
a supply free of charge.
For the free sample address Dr. W. B.
201 Caldwell
Caldwell,
building, Monti-cell- o,

ASTONISHED THE "OLD MAN"

JUST LIKE EM.

111.

His 'Rah 'Rah Son by No Means the
"Dude" He Had Hitherto
8eemed to Be.
The new governor of a western
state has two sons. One is big and
husky like his father, but the other is
more slight; and at times be rather
yexes his father by bis affectation of
clothes and a general air
of lassitude and dudlshness.
The two sons and the father were
In the library one night and the name
of a prizefight referee came into the
y

boy had
conversation.
The 'rah-'rabeen sitting by, twiddling his thumbs,
but his ears pricked up at the man's
name and he drawled: "I rather like
that chap. He's all right."
"What do you know about him?"
the other brother asked, rather con
temptuously.
'Oh, he gave me a shade the best
of It one night."
"Gave you the best of it?" both
father and brother shouted.
"Yes; you see, I fight under tbe
name of Young Ryan and he counted
pretty slow one time when I was
down." Saturday Evening Post.

"ay

First College Student Don't yon
think some people ask a good many
.
fool questions in letters?.
.
Second College Student Yes. Now,
my father always wants to know It
I'm a bank.
A WOMAN'9

Are

COULD NOT STAND SUFFERING
FROM SKIN ERUPTION

0p

Before the appearance of blossoms
and foliage, spray for soft scale and
like insects
with the
wash or kerosene emulsion.
No fruit
grower can expect to have olean,
healthy trees unless he uses sprays
and washes.

Don't forget the machinery, the tools
and Implements that may need a little
tinkering with here and
Japan to Make Her Soap.
there to
be put Into good working, order, so
According to Japanese newspapers,
that they may be ready at the first a British firm has organized a comfall of the new season and not cause pany for soap making on a large scale
you delay.
In Japan to supply good brands of
soap to Japan, China, India, Slam and
Given plenty of good roughage and
It is advisable to gain the bull's the South Sea Islands. American and
a light grain ration of wholesome confidence and let htm know that you other
foreign soap manufacturers now
farm feed supplemented with a little are his friend. Be kind, but firm,
and draw considerable of their soap stock
oil and some root crops or corn en- always make the bull keep his place. from China, the Philippines and
the
silage for succulence the ewes should Never take any chances, by getting
far east. In both Japan and China
then be In Ideal flesh condition
at careless, and never fight a bull unless fuel and labor are cheap and
lambing time.
you want trouble.

for Untold

Mrs. W. H. Kaiser, Whitney, Nebr.,

says: "Many times during the night
I was obliged to arise because of too
frequent passages of kidney secre
tions. Again they bescanty,
came
were
very thick and attended by burning and

over-taxe-

"I have been using Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment for the past
three months and I am glad-- to say
that they cured me of a most annoying skin eruption. It began by my noticing red blotches appearing on my
may cause a relapse.
Keep your chicks on dry ground
Scraped beef sandwiches, sago and face and scalp. Although they were
Do not neglect to use these days
where they can get no red worms,! when the ground Is frozen hard to rice pudding, bread and milk, baked rather disfiguring, I did not think anyand they are not likely to have gapes. dress the land liberally with manure. apples, Soup with an egg beaten up thing of them until they began to get
scaly and dry and to itch and burn
in It, custard and occasionally a well-bakeExcept when pigs are small, two
potato may be some of the until I could not Btand the suffering.
A hill of potatoes stripped by bugs,
feedings ' of warm, sloppy feed per
r on when the leaves are Injured by dishes that the Invalid can eat with Then I began to use a different soap,
thinking that my old kind might be
day, morning and evening, is suffsafety.
blight, cannot
give
satisfactory
icient.
L,ater a broiled lamb chop or a hurting me, but that didn't seem to do
lelii.
any
good. I went to two different docpiece of rare beef steak may be
tors but neither seemed to relieve me
The trap nest picks out the layers,
Whitewashing
or painting the in given.
any.
I lost many nights' sleep in conthe beet brooders, the drones and the terior of the cow stable is advisable
tinual scratching, sometimes scratchunprofitable hens as well as the egg and does not bring a burden upon the
ing till I drew the blood on my face
eaters.
dairyman
and head. Then I started in to use
the Cuticura Remedies and In two
The season has arrived when farm
Place no reliance In the theory that
months I was entirely relieved of that
ers and gardeners should begin testing breeds contaminate by simply seeing a
KGIN every day with the Arm awful pest
I am so delighted over
seeds to determine their power of gerliferent variety on the other side of
resolve to be up to the mark my cure by Cuticura Remedies
mination.
that I
he fence.
very thought and action.
shall be glad to tell anybody about
(Signed)
it."
G.
M.
221
Macfarland,
There will be no danger of white
Unless the dairy
farmer really
How to Disinfect.
West 115th St., New York City, Oct. 6,
specks, or black specks either, in the knows a good dairy cow when he sees
The careless manner In which many 1910.
butter if the cream Is strained into one, he should not attempt to build people fumigate their homes after a
Cuticura Soap (25c) and Cuticura
the churn.
p a dairy herd.
siege of Infectious disease Is to say Ointment (50c) are
sold throughout
tbe least criminal.
the world. Send to Potter Drug &
The sooner anyone gets rid of "cull"
There Is a tradition that cows will
As soon as the physician gives per- Chem. Corp., sole props., 135
Colum
stock the better, and when a favorable
o better In warm weather than in mission to move the patient, he should
bus Ave., Boston, for free book on
opportunity conies it is well to take cold weather, but experience has disbe given a hot bath and a sponging all sk)n an(J scap digea8es amJ
advantage of It.
thelr
proved this fact.
over with a weak solution of bichlotreatment.
ride, and move him into the room nre- A cow that is run down or hideThe best way to feed straw to nnrert for him
A Frequent Speaker.
bound, the result of faulty digestion horses and mules at work Is to re- Tne slcll room ltgeif should be thor- A member for a northern constitto luce It to chaff and mix it with mid- - oughly disinfected and everything that
and assimilation, needs a tonic
uency, who was one day reproached
build up her blood.
iimgH ana corn cnop.
has been used that It Is necessary to by a disappointed supporter for never
should
be opening hla mouth in
and Is washable
keep
the house, repuMany of the troubles experienced at
No animal suffers more readily from soaked for several hours In a solulumblng time are are result of rough
tense cold In the winter or more tion of carbolic acid twenty parts to diated the accusation with indignation.
Not
day
a
passed, he declared, but
handling and treatment during the severely from Intense heat In the
a hundred of water. It is almost Im- that he said something: and
period of pregnancy.
It was
summer than the hog.
possible to disinfect a mattress well reported In
the papers, too. In conat home and it should either be firmation of his statement he
proThe farmer's family is fortunate In
Get ahead of the season in all garor sent to an establishment duced the report of
the last debate,
having an abundance of good food at den work. Hy and by the rush of burned such things are sterilized.
where
and pointed
triumphantly
to the
all seacons of the year, but this is other things will come and a part of
There are several methods of fumi- "Hear, hears," with which
especially true in the winter.
certain
this work may be neglected.
gation; one Is the burning of sulphur, speeches were punctuated.
"That's
and follow that by wiping off everyTit-Bitme,"
he
said.
Every farmer can have plenty of
Plant strawberries as soon as the
In the room with a solution of
eggs and chickens for himself and for season will allow. Next year's crop thing
bichloride, one part to five hundred
Rattlesnakes Appear Early.
market If he will only turn a little of depends upon the start made this sea
of water. The walls may be wiped
The unusually warm
his energy toward the hen house.
weather
son, so strawberry growers say.
j
with a broom bag dampened with the throughout
central Wyoming the last
solution.
few weeks has caused large numbers
Are there not some places about the
To seed down a vegetable garden
is pre-afte-r of rattlesnakes to leave
The use of formaidehyde
their dens and
'"rm 'here pve'K''ens ought to be
the earth has been worked,
uy n,anyi st0pplng up every
many have been killed by ranchmen
planted? They make a splendid wind fined and raked thoroughly, the first terred
crack and keyhoie and letting the
and
In
others.
the
Not
recollection of
break about the barns and yards.
thing is tojlevel the ground.
Rle BUl)8tan(,e penetrate every part the oldest inhabitants have rattleroom.
of
the
snakes appeared so early in the year.
In hauling manure, Ice, wood or othThe time will soon be here when we
Au beddng 8nouId De spread out
Casper
er slow work about the farm where a snail neea seen corn Tor piannng.
it ' over chairs so that the gas will have publican. correspondence Denver Reteam stands a good share of the time is always well to make a selection
access to It Leave the room
easy
the use of blankets is to be recom- and have all things ready before plantPILES CITBED IN 6 TO 1 DATS
closed for 12 hours, then air thorrnnrdruggiat will return, none? If PAZO
mended.
ing time.
to cure any case of Itching, Blind,
oughly.
Formalin lamps which pro- Bleeding fails
or Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 dajs. fide.
duce the gas may be purchased. This
You "lust keen ,rack of your hens
The cow freshening In the spring
one of the easiest methods and one
A girl is always sure her latest love
nd know what ,hey are lol"S lf you will produce a maximum flow of milk is
most satisfactory.
Is the real thing.
are goln to kee" lhem at a". and during the first couple of spring that Is considered
Books and toys are something Impossi,hn yo" ea" nave aa 'arge Hock as months because of the ideal condi- ble
to fumigate or disinfect, and It Is
Garfield Tea is the best remedy for
you can manage.
tions of the pastures.
much better to burn them than to run
Take a cup before retiring.
of
Contagion,.
any risks
There is no danger of cattle chokIf perches, houses and coops
are
Dwellers In glass houses
long
a
germs
live
time
In
should
Disease
ing on shredded fodder. They chew thoroughly treated now with a good
hiding, and one cannot use too much keep out of politics.
It the same as hay before they atmile destroyer there , will be no dan- care and precaution.
tempt to swallow It and It goes down ger of their making any further trouconsumption
are
The germs of
their throats as easily.
ble until next summer.
killed by a few minutes' exposure to
many
other
the direct sunlight, as are
Someone who has not been asleep
Stables should be cleaned carefully germs, bo let us use the cheap and
all the timé during recent years has dally, and disinfected thoroughly
at easily available germicide and keep
said: "Cement and alfalfa are going least twice during the winter season,
to make western farmers the most and always after a case of disease our homes healthful and sweet.
Independent people on earth."
among the animals In the stable. '

K1DNEY8.

Responsible
Suffering.

Often

scalding. Soon a dropbesical condition
came manifest and I
began to worry. My
feet and ankles were bloated and I
was In a bad way when I began with
Doan's Kidney Pills.
I used four
boxes and was entirely cured."
Remember the name Doan's.
For sale by all dealers. 50 cents a
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
box. Foster-MilburSuccessful Life Work.
"He has achieved success who has
lived well, laughed often, and loved
much; who has gained the respect of
intelligent men and the love of little
children;
who has filled his niche
and accomplished his task; who left
the world better than he found it,
whether by an improved poppy, a
perfect poem, or a rescued soul; who
has never lacked
appreciation of
earth's beauty or failed to express It;
who has always looked for the best
In others, and given the best he bad;
whose life was an Inspiration; whose
memory a beneditlon."
President
Schurman.
The strongest symptom of wisdom
sensible of his own
follies. Rochefoucauld.
In man Is his being

Some men will do. anything for the
sake of a little newspaper notoriety.

You can't sow thistles sad
reap figs. It you plant
Ferry
Seeds you
grow exactly what
you expect and in
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L able prices, irrita for rea
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hliu what he chose. He wondered why
he had not tried to resist. The truth
was Underwood exercised a strange,
subtle power over him. He had the
power to make him do everything he
wanted him to do. no matter how foolish or unreasonable the request. Every
one at college used to talk about it.
One ni'Kht Underwood Invited all his
classmates to his rooms and made him
cut up all kinds of capers. He at first
refused, point blank but Underwood
got up and, standing directly In front
of him, gazed steadily into his eyes.
Again he commanded him to do these
ridiculous, degrading things. Howard
He was sudfelt himself weakening.
denly seized with the feeling that he
must obey. Amid roars of laughter
he recited the entire alphabet standing on one leg, he crowed like a
rooster, he hopped like a toad, and
he crawled abjectly on his belly like
a snake. One of the fellows told him
afterward that he had been hypnotized. He had laughed at It then
as u good joke, but now he came to
think of it, perhaps it was true. Possibly he was a subject. Anyway he
was glad to be rid of Underwood and
his uncanny influence.
The train stopped with a jerk at his
station and Howard rode down In the
elevator to the street. Crossing Eighth
avenue, he was going straight home
when suddenly he halted. The glitter
and tempting array of bottles in a
corner saloon window tempted bira.
He suddenly felt that if there was one
thing he needed In the world above
all others It was another drink. True,
he had had more than enough already.
He had
But that was Coxe's fault.
invited him and made him drink.
There couldn't be any harm in taking
another. He might as well be hanged
for a sheep as a lamb. By the time
his
he emerged from the saloon
speech was thick and his step uncerwas
few
A
he
minutes
later
tain.
painfully climbing up the rickety stairs
flat house. As he
of a cheap-lookin-

Tlie

box-lik-

hole

where

Howard

sat awaiting his meal was the largest

room in a flat which boasted of "five
and bath." There was a bedroom of
RflETTffiCDIPdDILQ'D'AW ILDDTI
equally diminutive proportions and a
parlor with wall paper so loud that it
talked.
There was scarcely enough
mom to swing a cat around.
The
thin walls were cracked, the rooms
wore carpotlosB. Yet It showed the
care of a good housekeeper. Floors
and windows were clean, the cover on
the table spotless.
The furnishings
were ns meager as they were Ingenious, With their slender purse they
had be n able to purchase only the
ILLUSTRATIONS BY RAY 2VLTER$
bare necessities
a bed, a chair or
COPYRIGHT, 1909, V C.W. DILLINGHAM COMWNV
two, a dining room table, a few kitchen
utensils. When they wanted to sit
nue. Underwood was coming out of
SYN0PSI8.
In the parlor they had to carry a
a curio shop. He explained hurriedly
chair
from the: dining room; when
Howard Jeffries, banker's Bon, under that he had left Yale, and when asked
meal times came the chairs had to
the evil influence of Robert UnütTwood,
about his future plans talked vaguely
fellow-studea
ttt Yale, leads
life of
a
travel back again. A soap box turned
dissipation,
marries the daughter of a of going In for art. His matter was
upside down and neatly covered with
frigid and nervous the attitude of
(rambler who died in prison, and is dischintz did duty as a dresser in the
owned by his father. He tries to get the man who fears he may be apwork and falls.
bedroom, and with a few photographs
proached for a small loan. He was
and tacks they had managed to Imevidently
aware
of the change in
well
I.
CHAPTER
Continued.
part an aesthetic appearance to the
bis old associate's fortunes, and havparlor. This place cost the huge sum
ing squeezed all be could out of him,
"I wish I could help you, old man.
of $25 a month. It might just as well
As it Is, my own salary barely serves had no further use for him. It was
have cost $100 for all Howard's ability
to keep me In neckwear. Wall street's only when be had disappeared that
to pay it. The past month's rent was
suddenly
Howard
remembered
loan
a
great fun, but It doesn't pay much;
long overdue and the janitor looked
$250
which
Underwood
of
never
had
you
is,
play the game
not unless
that
more Insolent every day. But they
repaid.
Some time later Howard
yourself."
did not care. Tliey were young and
Howard smiled feebly as he re- learned that he occupied apartments
life was still before them.
at the exclusive and expensive
plied:
Presently Annie came In carrying
where he was living in great
"Nonsense I wouldn't accept help
a steaming dish of stew, which she
of that sort. I'm not reduced to so- style. He went there determined to
on the table. "As she helped Howlaid
liciting charity yet. I guess I'd pre- see hi in and demand his money, but
ard to a plate full she said: "So you
always came back "not at
card
the
you
the
fer
river to that. But if
hear home."
had no luck again this morning?"
of anything, keep me in mind."
Howard was too busy eating to anUnderwood had always been a mysThe athlete made no response. He
swer. As he gulped down a huge piece
was apparently lost in thought when tery to Howard. He knew him to be
of bread, he growled:
an inveterate gambler and a man ensuddenly he blurted out:
"Nothing, as usual same old story,
"Say, Jeffries, you haven't got any tirely w'thout principle. No one knew
nothing doing."
money, have you say, a couple of who his family were or where he
Annie sighed. She had been given
came from. His source of Income,
thousand dollars?"
this answer so often that It would
Howard stared at the questioner as too, was always a puzzle. At college
have surprised her to hear anything
he was always hard up, borrowing
if he doubted his sanity.
else. It meant that their hard
"Two thousand dollars!" he gasped. right and left and forgetting to pay,
struggle must go on She
"Do you suppose that I'd be wearing yet he always succeeded in living on
said nothing. What was the use? It
apartments
of
land.
the
the
His
fat
out shoe leather looking for a job,
would never do to discourage Howif I had $2,000?"
ard. She tried to make light of it.
Coxe looked disappointed as he re"Ol course it isn't easy, I quite
plied:
understand that. Never mind, dear.
"Oh, of course, I understand
you
Something will turn up soon. Where
haven't It on you, only I thought you
did you go? Whom did you see? Why
might be able to raise it."
didn't you let drink alone when you
"Why do you ask?" inquired Howpromised me you would?"
ard, his curiosity aroused.
"That was Coxe's fault," blurted
Coxe looked around to see if any
out Howard, always ready to blame
one was listening.
Then In a whisothers for his own shortcomings.
per he said:
"You remember Coxe! He was af
"It's a cinch. If you had $2,000,
Yale when I was. A big. fair fellow
you and I could make a snug little
with blue eyes. He pulled stroke In
fortune.
Don't you understand?
In
the 'varsity boat race, you rememmy office I get tips. I'm on the inside.
ber?"
1 know in advance
what the big men
"I think 1 do," replied his wife. Inare going to do. When they .start to
differently, as she helped him to more
move a certain stock up, I'm on the
stew. "What did he want? What's
Job. Understand?
If you had $2,000,
he doing In New York?"
I could raise as much, and we'd pool
"He's got a tine place in a broker's
our capital, starting in the business
office in Wall street. I felt ashamed
ourselves on a small scale, of course.
to let him see me low down like this.
If we hit it right we might make a
He said that I could make a good deal
nice income."
of money if only I had a little capital.
Howard's mouth watered.
CertainHe knows everything
going on in
ly that was the kind of life he liked
Wall street. If I went in with him I'd
best. The feverish
excitement
of
be on Easy street."
gambling, the close association with
"How much would it require?"
.rich men, the promise of a luxurious
"Two thousand dollars."
style of living all this appealed to
The young wife gave a sigh as she
him strongly. But what was the use?
answered:
get
Where
$2,000?
He
could he
"I'm afraid that's a day dream. Only
He shook
couldn't go to his father.
your father could give you such an
his head.
amount and you wouldn't go to him,
"I'm afraid not, old sport," he said
would you?"
as they left the saloon and he held
"Not if we hadn't another crust in
out his hand to say good-by- .
"But I'll
the house," snapped Howard savagely. "You don't want me to, do you?"
bear it in mind, and if things improve
I'll look you up. So long!"
he asked looking up at her quickly.
Climbing wearily up the dirty stairs
"No, dear," she answered calmly.
of the elevated railroad, he bought a
"I have certainly no wish that you
ticket with one of the few nickels reshould humble yourself. At the same
maining in his pocket, and taking a
time I am not selfish enough to want
seat in a north-bountrain started on
to stand in the way of your future.
his trip back to Harlem.
Your father and stepmother hate me,
know that. I am the cause of your
The day was overcast, rain threatseparation from your folks. No doubt
ened. A pall of mingled smoke and
your
father would be very willing to
mist hung over the entire city. From
Wish I Could Help You, Old Man.'.'
help you If you would consent to
the car window as the train wound
leave me."
its serpentine course In and out the
maze of grimy offices, shops and tene- in the Astruila cost a small fortune; reached the top floor a cheerful voice
Howard laughed as he replied:
turn
out:
called
everything
"Well, if that's the price for the
appeared
ments,
drab, he dressed well, drove a smart
was
He
lavishly.
out
entertained
you,
and
I
"Is that
Howard, dear?"
it.
dirty and squalid.
ÍL'.OOO I guess I'll go without
New York was
any
bus!
particular
not
with
identified
seen at its ugliest. Knsconced In a
wouldn't give you up for a million
CHAPTER II.
cross-seahis chin leaning heavily ness or profession. On leaving col
limes $2,1)00!"
on his hand, Howard gazed dejectedly lege he became interested in art. He
Annie stretched her hand across
A young woman hurried out of one the table.
out of the window. The depressing frequented the important art sales
newsof the apartments to greet Howard.
"Really?" she said.
outlook was in keeping with his own and soon got his name in the
papers as an authority on art matters. She was a vivacious brunette of me(TO BK I'ONTIXI'HI'U
state of mind.
museum
a
literally
was
apartment
height,
Intelligent
His
looking,
dium
with
How
would the adventure
end?
On all good features and line teeth.
in Hospitals.
art.
European
Engineering
oriental
and
of
It
was
Reconciliation with his father was out
InPractically all the Important
paintings by old masters. not a doll face, but the face of a
of the question.
Letters sent home sides were rugs,
In England
priceless tapestries, woman who had experienced early the firmaries and hospitals
response.
He beautiful
without
remained
generating
statuary,
enamels,
hard knocks of the world, yet in have their own electric
He knew his pater rare ceramics,
wasn't surprised.
of the installa'
too well to expect that be would re antique furniture, bronzes, etc. He whom adversity had not succeeded in stations, and the size
mothwealth,
and
of
man
a
passed
wholly subduing a naturally buoyant, tions would surprise the majority of
for
lent so soon. Besides, if the old man
conThe equipment has to be
There was de- engineers.
amiable disposition.
was so infernally proud, he'd show ers with marriageable daughters,
young bach termination in the lines above her designed with unusual care, owing to
him he had some pride, too. He'd sidering him an eligible
the special conditions which prevail
drown himself before he'd go down on elor, hastened to Invite him to their mouth. It was a face full of character, In hospital work. Even where a pubof the the face of a woman who by sheer
conscious
them
none
of
homes,
forgiven.
whining
to
His
be
knees,
his
slip Into the dint of dogged perseverance might ac lic supply Is available, the use of an
father was dead wrong, anyway. His danger of letting the wolf
complish any task she cared to set independent system Is Justified on acmarriage might have been foolish; lambs' fold.
which It gives
What a strange power of fascina- herself. A smile of Welcome gleamed count of the security
Annie might be beneath him socially.
against failure of current at a critical
eyes as she inquired eagerly:
She was not educated and her father tion, mused Howard as the train in her
are used
installations
moment.
The
"Well, dear, anything doing?"
wasn't any better than he ought to jogged along, men of Underwood's
for lighting, heating, veutllatlng. teleespewield,
type
reHoward
shook
his
reckless
head
all
for
and
bold
correctly,
not
her
be.
talk
She did
and
phoning and other purposes,
manners left much to be deBired. at cially over women. Their very daring sponse and a look of disappointment many hospitals have laundries
optimes he was secretly ashamed of her. and unscrupulousness seems to render crossed the young wile's lace.
county
asylum
He himself at
"Say, that's tough, ain't it?" she erated electrically. One
But her bringing up was her misfor- them more attractive.
railway
electric
own
private
"The janitor was here has its
tune, not her fault. The girl herself college had fallen entirely under the exclaimed.
for conveying supplies from the nearwas straight as a die. She had a man's spell. There was no doubt that again for the rent. He says they'll est railway station.
trou- serve us with a dispossess.
1 told
his
all
responsible
for
was
him
Inhe
more
was
far
heart of gold. She
untelligent, far more likely to make bles. Underwood possessed the peo- to chase himself, i was that mad."
The Duration of Dreame.
Annie's vocabulary was emphatic,
him a happy home than some stuck-up- , canny gift of being able to bend
Something regarding the duration
fool
he rather than choice. Entirely without
a
will.
What
girl who had no ple to his
idle society
of
dreams can be gathered from this
university! education, she made no pretense at.
thought for anything save money, had made of him at the
experience of a man who, on silting
genius,
there
evil
his
been
being
had
He
what
was
not and therein down for a dental operation, took gas
she
dress and show. Perhaps If he had
But for perhaps lay her chief charm.
As and dreamed.
been less honorable and not married was no question of that.
He saw himself finish
apmight
have
he
Underwood
meeting
Howard
stooped
to
kiss
thought
her. she said his work, go to the club, leave for
have,
would
her, his father
more Highly of him. If he'd ruined plied himself to serious study, left the reproachfully:
the station, run for the train and miss
be now a
"You've boon drinking again, How- It. He returned to his club and rethe girl, no doubt he would have been university with honors andcommunity.
of
member
the
ard. You promised me you wouldn't." clined on a settee In the library. There
welcomed home with open arms. respectable
The young man made no reply. he passed a miserable, restless night,
He might be a poor, weak He remembered with a smile that it
Pshaw!
had
he
Underwood
through
that
was
With an impatient gesture he passed getting gradually colder and colder as
refool, but thank God, they couldn't
proach him with that. Annie had been met his wife. Some of the fellows on into the flat and flung himself the fire died down, and with a pain
He'd stick hinted that Underwood had known down in a chair in the dining room. gradually growing about his head and'
loyal to him throughout.
her more intimately than he had pre- From the adjoining kitchen came a face from the hardness of his couch.
to her through thick and thin.
on to welcome odor of cooking.
As the train swept round the curve tended and had only passed her
Five o'clock in the morning came, and
"Dinner ready?" he demanded. "I'm the steward roused him to say that
street and started on its him because he was tired of her. He
at Fifty-thirbe
Annie,
as
a
lie.
nailed
that
had
hungry."
devillBh
long, straight run up the West side,
the club must now be closed. The
"Yes, dear, just a minute," replied sleeper got up feeling very stiff to
his mind reverted to Robert Under- could swear, was as good a girl as
bis wife from the kitchen.
He had seen his old associate ever breathed.
"There's And that the steward was bis dentist,
wood.
He couldn't explain Underwood's some nice Irish stew, just what you and that the night's adventures bad
only once since leaving college. He
lasted exactly 42 seconds.
ran across him one day on Fifth ave Influence over him. He had done with like."
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$3,50

RECIPE CURES
WEAKK1DNEYS, FREE

RELIEVES URINARY ANO KIONBY
TROUBLES, BACKACHE, STRAINING, SWELLING, ETC.
Kidney

Stops Pain In the Bladder,
and Back.

'Wouldn't It be nloe within a week or eo
to begin to say goodbye forever to the
eoaldlng, dribbling, straining, or too frequent passage of urine; the forehead end
aches; the stitches
the
end pains in the back; the growing mua-ol- e
weakness; spots before the eyes; yele
low skin; elugglsh bowels; swollen
or ankles; leg cramps; unnatural
ehort breath; sleeplessness end the despondency?
X have
s recipe for these troublee that
you oan depend on, and If you want to
make a QUICK RECOVERY, you ought
to write and get e, copy of It. Many a
doctor would oharge yeu $3.60 Just for
writing this prescription, but ! ha-It
and will be glad to send It to you entirely free. Just drop me a Une like this:
Dr. A. B. Robinson, K-Luck Building,
Detroit, Mich., and I will eend it by return mall In a plain envelope. As you will
eee when you get It, this recipe contalne
only pure, harmless remedies, but It has
power.
great healing and
It will quickly ehow Its power once you
use It, so I think you had better see what
It Is without delay. I will send you a
copy free you can use It and cure yourself at home.

Dangerous.
"Here, have a drink, old boy."
"Not today, thanks; I'm not armed."
"What has that to do with it?"
"You don't know what kind of animals chased me the last time I took
a drink out of your flask."
How It Happened.
"He was certainly brave to crawl
under the bed and engage In a Ufe and
death struggle with that burglar."
"When he crawled under the bed he
thought the burglar was in the basement."

Similar Tastes.
Bacon Have you and your wife
similad tastes?
Egbert I think so. I don't believe
he likes her cooking, either. Yonk-cr- s
Statesman.
Quit Proper.
"I know a man highly respected In
the community who married three
women In one week."
"Good gracious!
Who la he?"
"A minister."
The Ruling Voice.
John I say, old man, how would
you like to come up to the club tomorrow and play golf?
Henry Why-er- ,
I can't say for certain till I er consult my wife.
John All right; let me know aa
soon as she makes up your mind.
Harper's Bazar.
Kept His Word.

''What did he say when
jected him?"

you

re-

'

"He said he would go o "the dogs."
"I saw him there last night."
What are you talking

POINT OF VIEW.

' "Where?

about?"
"At the vaudeville theater, where
those trained dogs are appearing."
Sympathetic.

The Man Gee! The water Is fine
"You must not cry when I'm washtoday.
ing your face, Willie," said the mothThe Fish That's all right, but what er.
"I can't help it, mamma," said the
I want to know Is how's the land?

toy.

"You know It hurts me more than
PRAIRIE DOGS.
it does you, dear."
We usually write our own sls., but
"That's why I'm cryin', mamma. I
will let a user of "Rough on Rats for
extermination
of Prairie Dogs write this hate awful to see you hurt!" Yonk-er- s
Statesman.
one. Mr. H. B. Mosely, a ranchman, under date of Feb. 4th, 1911, writes as follows from Hill Top, Douglas Co., ColA Fortunate Error.
orado: He says: "I have resd your adof 'Rough on Rats, it not ' August Belmont, at a dinner in New
vertisement
laughed
York,
only reads good but it is good. I have
at the tales of a huge
been troubled twenty years with Prairie bribery fund to defeat the race track
Doga; have used many
exter- bill.
to no purpose. Not long since
"There Is about as much truth in all
finaiors poisoned
wheat, prepared by an these tales,"
he said, "as there Is in
expert who had made it a study for years,
but it did no good for me; they ate it, but the virtues of the average hair growyou
er
know
and
what they amount
chirped for more. The 'Dogs' 'were eating
up a field of corn for me; I was at my to.
wit's etui what to do; 1 could only get
the small I.h. size here of 'Rough on
Instinct.
Rats.' I mixed it with corn anrl applied;
Pugilist
(coming to, after being
many of them chirped no more; I then
mixed it with corn meal and placed it hit with a train What
was It hit
on days not windy, near their holeB. me?
'Rough on Hats' is bv far the best thing
was the Cannon
It
His
Partner
I have tried, but I fancy I am uwing it Bail Flyer. Gee, what an escape!
unnecewwirily strong, or yuu may suggest
Pugilist All right, Bo. Tell him I
a belter way than I know to niior
it.
I wish our druggists would keep the larg- said this was a fluke, and that I challenge
est iTic.l size; could you send me the "eic.
him for a new fight, the winsize? It clears them out in great shape;
ner to take all. Puck.
you sKould make it better
known
to
Ranchmen."
How She Lost Her Arms.
The above are fact as stated by Mr.
Mosely.
"Rough on Rats'' is enually
"And who is this?" asked the lady
Rough on Prairie Dogs, Squirrels. Chipfrom Chicago in the art gallery.
ints
munks, Gophers,
Rahiiits. .Mice,
"This is the Venus de Mllo," replied
of every and all kinds. Roaches.
guide. "You notice she has no
the
diBugs.
Read the
Flies. Ants, and Bed
"
arms?"
rections how to use it safely in outbuild"Yes. The help must be Just as
ings anil for the different kinds of pests.
For l'rairie Dogs I would advise "soaking careless at dustin' here as they are
coarse cracked corn in a mixture of, say back in Chicago!"
Yonkers Statesone 2.H. box of "Hough on Rats" to live man.
gallons of water; let It stand a week,
shaking frequentlv; you can use the same
mixture over and over again for cracked
The Way of a Woman.
corn: or mix "Rough on Rats." thoroughly
They had been quarreling, and aland instantly, say, one part to twenty of
though hubby was willing to take the
hot corn meal mush; when it cools, divide in pieces and place about their blame all upon himself and smooth
holes. 15c., 2oc. and 75c.; wooden boxes matters over peaceably, she was still
only. E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersev City,
snippy and indifferent.
N. J.
Aren't
"Come over here, Jessie.
you curious to know what is In this
Uncle Joe's Check.
package?"
Col. Henry Casson, sergeant-at-arm- s
"Oh. not very; I can stand the
of the house of representatives, has strain,"
she replied, belligerently.
the original check given by Speaker
"Well, it's something for the one I
Joseph G. Cannon a few years ago to love best in all the world," he said,
a book agent, and about which an in- coaxingly, trying to win a smile.
"1
teresting story has been told.
"Oh, is that so?" she sniffled.
An agent visited the speaker and in- suppose, then, it's those suspenders
you
you
needed!"
said
terested him In an elaborate edition of
something which Uncle Joe didn't
want, but bought. When the books HOWARD E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
arrived Uncle Joe examined them and Specimen ,K1I....JK. iOLOK.AIX.
sliver, lead. $1: aoM,
or ropoei". $1.
decided at once that something had sllvr, Tic;ii miltl. i0r; zincprice
tint sent on
Mniltiin envelope ami full
been put over on him. When the agent Hin'Ucat
tiin. i '.ml nl nrul umpire work
i'Hitujnale
National Hank
Reference:
came for his money the speaker determined to make him Indorse a terse
sentiment on books, so he wrote out a
DENVER DIRECTORY
check for $73, the amount due, and on
the back of It he Inscribed:
I nnif Dealer In alL hinds of MKR
"Pay lo the order of Mr. Blank, in Dnil
DUN ! LUUK CIIAMISK.lUmmoih
catalfull payment for an edition which was og mailed free. Cor. lih
Blake. Denver.
not worth a d , and dear at that
price, but for the ease and grace with
which he put It over your Uncle Joe
HuIt was well worth the money."
'
VI.
man Life.

Low Colonist Rates

The Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad

Garfield Tea purifies llie Mood. cltNtn
the nyilem, dears the complexion, eradi(iood Health.
cates disease and promote

Tee Scenic l ine of the World."

Can a woman become a member of

the Daughters of the Revolution just
because her ancestors murdered the
king's English?

FROM

Nine timet m ten when the lirer u right the
sad bowels era right.

stomach

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Ihraf
SI tos luy
duty.

Cans Con
stipation,

r--

Indagas

-

cony

A

r

J ..jpeaasera.

,

JQrtersi
SLYER
lea villi.

I

ti en.
Sick
Headache, sjul Distraes after Eating.
eWeB PiO. Seseal

Genuine,

PATENTS

Deee, SasaU Prise

nabau

April 10th, 1911, Inc.

$25

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
(eatlybiñfimly

Tickets on Sale March 10th

Signature

Mrii:

WetseBB.Celeman,Wesb-

-

TO

San Franctaao
Denver
Los Andele
Colorado Springs
Diego
Pueblo
San
Jose
Florence
Marysvllle
Canon City
Sacramento
Salida
Stockton
Buena Vista
Portland
Leadvllle
Tacoma
Glenwood Springs
Seattle
Delta
Spokane
Grand Junction
Vancouver. B. C.
Montrose
Victoria, B. C.
Gunnison
Dally Lines of Pullman Tourist Sleeping Cars will leave Denver dally via
THE DENVER & RIO GRANDE
for San Francisco and Los An arele a
without change.
ELECTRIC I KiHTED TOURIST CARS
TO SAN FRANCISCO
la Salt Lake City and the New Western Pacific Railway.
For full particulars, train service, reservations, etc., , call on any Rio
or address
Grande Age-tFRANK A. WAD LEIGH,
Osaeral PiHtDtr Agent Deavar, Cala,

ARTICULOS EN ESPAÑOL
L

JOSE

LIHANTOCH LHINISTBO

DE

LO QUE

HACIENDA DE MEXICO, HABLA SOBRE

PASO EN SANTA ber

ROSA DORANTE LA CORTE

LOS ASUNTOS DE

rovado unas

navajas de

baria de una barbería en Vaughn,

SEGUN UN ARTICULO PUBLI-

fue sentenciado a la penitenciaria
por un ano,
pero le fue
suspendida la sentencia durante
su buen comportamiento, siendo
que tam bien tendrá que pagar
los costos de la corte.
Tomas Madrid, acusado de
haver robado obejas de la compañía Salado Live Stock, fue
sentenciado a la penitenciaria
por no menos que un ano ni
mas que tres, también le fue
suspendida la sentencia durante
su buen comportamiento,
Lulalio Madrid acusado tam
bién de robo de obejas a la compañía Salado Live Stock, fue
sentenciado a la penitenciaria
por no menos que tres anos ni
mas que cinco
Esto concluye el termina de
corte especial en este condado,
La Nuevo Estrella.

LAS DOS

THE
MARGARITAS

En las noches de Abril mansas y be la
en tanto que recuerdas o meditas,
ascienden al azul las margaritas
y se truecan en paliJas estrellas.

La corte de districto por el
distrito judicial en este
sexto
Sr. Limantour tesrun anun- - condado se prorrogo ayer, des
Cuando el alba en las mares infinitas
Franceses,
periódicos
itdo por los
del otro, desparrama sus ceutellas,
pues de haver estado en sección
dice que las tropas Federalei no por las ultimas tres semanas,
descienden a los campas las estrellaa
pueden igualarse con los Insur-to- varias causas fueron ventiladas,
y ae truecan en blancas margaritas.
que las únicas bases para y los sigientes son los que fueron
Por eao, cuando llena de rubores.
la pas era que los Insurgentes juagados y sentenciados.
deshojas
margaritas de alabrastros,
despucieran las arm; entrando
E. G. McNabb, acusado de ha- auguran el olvido y los amores;
gobierno,
el
con
negociasiones
n
ver dado muerte a H. H. Hargis
presienten el futuro: han sido astros!
debería el dia 13 de Oct. 1910
I cual de su parte
en Vaughn
Comprenden la pasión: han sido flores!
otormr la reforma de los males fue sentenciado a ser ahorcado
Amado Nkrvo,
que hicieran la revolución posible, el dia 17 de Marzo 1911, en las
El Señor J. O. Welborn habrio
En esta entrevista el Sr. Liman yardas de la casa de corte en
ofecína en la casa del Banco.
tour dice que el sistema feudal Santa Ros?, pero este haviendo
Preparenfe'si aplicaciones d an
(de Señores y vasallos) de Mexi aplicado por apelación
a la corte
temano paro que reciban titules
co deve acabarse y los grandes suprema, y
haviendosele conceen sin sobres.
estados del norte que han pasado dido, McNabb, sera llevado a
de familia a familia, deben ser la penitenciaria territorial pare
A DARK ROOM
BRIGHTENING
distribuidos entre la gente. mejor seguridad, hasta el tanto
ToDark Weedwsrk
Net
Tanbien dice que hay oposición la corte suprema tomo acción
lerate and Oeomy 'ayer Sfcrald
al Presidente Días, por razón en su causa.
Avoided.
que ha estado en la posision
El jueves en la mañana recibió In nearly every elty bous tbere Is
Luis Tapia, acusado de haver
muchos anos y que se necesita dado
muerte a la Sta. Nora el señor Parker un telegrama always sura to be dm dark and
sangre nueva en el manjo del Stewart,
(loom? room. It casta tU depression
el dia 19 de Enero 1911 como sigue.
upon aU
enter It, and yet one
gobierno. Toda la prensa Be ha
Enero, 1ro de 1911. -- W. H. Is often atwho
en Mesa de Aragón, fue sentena lots as to what should
ocupado como de un aranque, ciado
Parker,
Sumner
Ft.
to
be
dissipate
done
Nuevo
tbe Iticubrlous
a la penitenciaria Dor el
de una declaración tan fuerte termino
de nomenos de 12 anos
por el personaje mas cercano
t, Congreso acaba de pasar whit.
h
ni mas que 20, También supi-..m.i
al Presidente Diaz. En otras que
sacara apelación a la corte ' la revolución numero 295 anrnv- - used with a generous hand. Dark
palabras el Sr. Limantour en su suprema,
not
woodwork
tolerated.
be
pero no sabemos si ando la constitución de Nuevo and dull orshould
gloomy paper should be
entrevista dice nada mas ni sera
Mexico.
cierto.
avoided. Hang the room In a paper
menos, que lo que tiene que
of tony yellow hues, put up only cur- W. H. Andrews.
Jose Leon padia, acusado de
Ulna of thin net, and decorate your
haber en Mexico es la libertad haver
falsificado
check
un
usanAhora,
conforme el telegrama walla with pictures trained In whits
de la prensa, sufragio libre, di- do el
gold and sllrer gray frames.
and
nombre de Don Timoteo de arriba no tendrenos ninguna
vision justa de terrenos, y buena
should be
Ortega, y este haviendo tenido dificultad en que la revolucicn Many rr.lirors, If possible,
In
used, for they aid wonderfully
administración; en una palabra, suspendida
una sentencia de pase el senado. El presidente brlgb'.cnlng a dark room, but they
reforma completa en el Govierno. un
ano y medio de penitencia a recomendado todo en favor de must not be bung too high, as they
ría durante su buen compota-mient- Nuevo Mexico y se cree que will only reflect tbe celling, while they
ihoti'd e&tcb tbe cherful flame of an
&n coniormiaaa con ios re
y haviendo quebranta-est- a hoy pasara el senado sin ninguna pen Ore and repeat Its gleam.
portes del ultimo censo de 1910,
No one thing la more successful In
sentencia fue senteciado
oposición.
hay ahora 14,618,761 católicos,
atmosdestroying
tbe depressing
penitenciaria
a
la
por
no
phere of room than an Inside winen los Estados Unidos según les
atmenosque tres anos ni mas que
dow
box.
can
This
made
bos
be
No Chance for Another.
Directorio Católico
Wiltzins
tractive by a thin covering of brass
cinco.
should
I
what
kind
of
die
"If
lr.
De este numero hay 127,700 en
w,u
or
tbe bright.
would you pick for your second
""i"the,fcMracen,
Alberto Gallegos, acusado de queried
and the plants
Nuevo Mexico y 01,485 en Colthe young wife after the Srst
should be caoaea with an eye to tbelr
haver cometido el crimen de clash of habita.
lorado.
. .
.
..
r
"Don't ever fear If I ever get rid color.
me
csiupru.
a
sentenciado
When the
your dark
Los Señores Victor Anaya y a la penitenciaria
of yon there'U never be
wife and depressing furniture In
room has been covered
por no me Is mr faaslly," answeredanother
tbe
brete.
Celestino Sandoval han entrado nos que cinco
wltfc a gay cretonne and magaslnes,
Toledo Blade.
anos ni mas que
books and papers bare been strewn
compañía para construir adobes
siete,
about, tnls room, which filled every
y tomar contratos para lebantar
JÜ!
ELECTRIC
'"J.
5."."."
one
feeling of aversion and
wit
Catarina Da ai. a usado? ha QITTBTllO
.iwBBvn.LriiR .no
SUV0US SHIM a. discomfort, will become tbe favorite
casas y jarrar. .
CADO

EN PARIS

1

s;

(evsew
Offers

First-cla-

ss

Work

in the

D epartment

o,

r

Why not give your orders
to the Review

resort of the family.

We are always glad

to lend our knowledge

and assistance
Prompt work assured

Irrigated Lands
IN THE FAMOUS PECOS VALLEY
160 Acres, 8 mile, south of Fort Sumner,
180 Aerea of fia. land on. mile from
4 miles from La Lande; all grubbed and Lea Vegas, N. M.
ready to plant
L VK
reccommended by the
60 Acres,m Alfalfa, 3 12 nule. from Ft leading physician,
to have the finest
5umner, 10 acres in hog pasture
climate in the United States.
Altitude

of Ft Sumner, 6700,
all plowed, .null house; can be platted and
About 60 Acres, 6 mile, north of La.
.old a. town loU, or w.Il make an ideal loca-- Cruce., New
Mexico, in the Rio Grande
bon for home and orchard, le.. than a mile Valley? under ditch
and aUo under the
from bu.,eM part of town.
Eleplumt Butte irrigation project now
40 Acre, 4 mile, south of town, all be!n cn.tructed by the U. S. government
Plowed, lateral, and cro.. dithe. all made.
Th. above tract, are all bargain.,
31 LoU in McGee addition to
COMMISSION
TO PAY, a. you buy
N.
Ft Sumner.
direct from the owner..
I aUo offer for
tale or trade 80 Acre.;
16 in bearing orchard, large 8 room house,
I lso oftvr other .mall tract, in
out buildings, all city conveniences
diWerent
Part of the territory.
city
1
C
12
5Í?Ui,Uw,i,and,haáetree';
on or write me for a li.t of
EwtU.Vegaa, New Mexico.
rare bargain..
All the above Real E.tate will
.tand th. .tricte.tinve.tig.tion; com. and .ee for
your.eIf; co.t you nothing to look
at the property, 20 per cent le.. than adjoining land.
13 Acres, adjoining townsite

F. A. MANZANARES

Fort Sumner

The

Review Publishing Company

Telephone 18

1

For Sale

Í
ft

New Mexico

60 Acre, under the main ditch. About
40 acre
All fenced and only three
mile, from tow.
Writ, or eal at

i. in Alfalfa.

3C
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Spring IViedicine

NOT UNUSUAL.
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Youn Woman
Made Her Way by
Selling Fudge

OT to very lonir ago a young girl in the northern part of New
York state decided to go to college, but when ways and means
q ra I r oimn lnt ion f
njarA ilianiiflia1 if n'aa fiinnrl íliaf aVtt usitiilfl
in some way the limited amount the family could afford to
give her. Fortunately her faith in herself and in human
nature in general was her chief asset and she finally convinced
her parents that if she only could get in the college she could
do the rest. She was not quite sure how this feat was going
to be accomplished, but her courage was high.
During the first few weeks she discovered that the college
girls' fondness for candy was no fable and she made some fudge and other
candies from her own recipes, which had in her home town been considered
superior to anything thai could be bought, and offered the candy for sale
among the girls.
It met with instant success, and she made more, which she disposed
of with such rapidity that in a short time the demand had grown among
ihe girls in the college and their friends to such an extent that she found
It; necessary to open a place of business outside the college.
Still she had her way to pay through college and could not take large
financial risks, so she rented a space under the stairs in one of the busiest
In this she
business buildings and used a kitchen table for a counter.
displayed her various goods done up in attractive boxes with each box
he
labeled with the contents and weight and price.
'
could not afford to keep a salesgirl behind the counter
while she was obliged to be absent, and here is where
her great faith in human nature served her.
She tacked a card up, saying, "Make your purchase and leave the money," and she declares she never
lost a cent or a piece of candy. Today this same girl
has a chain of candy shops throughout the country and
she is fully convinced that the secret of her success
it the faith she had in the old college days with the
little stand under the stairs.
I

Vi

The elusive germ discovered in everything conceivable has been caught hiding
in another stronghold by British scientists
recently and the humille instrument of his
propagation proves to be nothing more
than an old Bhoe.
The shoe dealer and the cobbler are to
be subjected to medical inspection if the
I health officers of Manchester carry out
their threats because, they declare, millions
of germs are conveyed from one person to
By ROSCOE WILTON
another by the common practice of trying
on shoes and also by the transfer of germs
"
from one shoe to another while in the cob- scarlet fever or eczema erysipelas,
tetanus,
of
cases
ller's hands. In
jpvery one is extremely-carefutoVburir or disinfect the clothing, but so
often the shoes are overlooked and these diseases are readily conveyed by
the wearer to his neighbors, especially in the case of scarlet fever.
The germ hunter is ever active anc it seems to the man who is in
love with the good old times when we all drank out of the same rusty
tin cup at the spring, that we are not going to be permitted to breathe in
Ahe same room with another after a time, but will each wear our own
little breath purifier.
A man in Ohio recently went the limit when he insisted upon carrying his own car strap, so that when lw had to "hang" he would not be
forced to use the device which had been besmirched by the genny hands
of his fellow travelers.
And yet the precautions which we take and which our fathers never
heard of are doubtless the only reason why we can live in our congested
overpopulated quarters and contrive to keep alive at all so look out for

Shoes

Afford
Hiding

Place for
GerillS

your shoes.
We must all realize that this life is
full of sorrow, and if you personally have
e 00 'uok
escaPe yl,r s''arc
I k1
I it you are n very fortunate person. But
I do not, on that account, allow yourself to
grow cold hearted and unsympathetic (o
others, those poor others.
Their lot is often so hard, so lonely, so
full of misery.
We are here to heal the wounds and
bind the broken heart. And the only way
By REUBEN SCHOFIELD
we can do this is by being kind, loving
and sympathetic.
A few words of love will do more to
help a sufferer than money sometimes, for heart sickness is much harder
to help than hunger and poverty.
Show an interest in others; try to help them; go out of your way to
lighten the burden of the heavy laden.
Do not hesitate to whisper your kindly thoughts in their ears. Don't
pass by on the other side.
If you are strong, then be merciful.
Bemember that we all look at life from a different standpoint and
what might appear to you a mere grain of mustard seed in the path is an
almost insurmountable obstacle to your weaker sister or brother. The
more one shrinks the more necessary for you to step in and help.

Jjjtiiijgn,

tie

Burdens of

Heavy
Laden

Much

People who inveigh against vivisection
as a rule have no scientific knowledge and
their clamor is based solely on a false sen-

timentality.
re the cranks who also
, Of course there
lift up their voices, but where would the
world be today if men of science and real
humanity were influenced by such as these.
I declare that all the progress of the
past 40 years that the medical profession
has witnessed has come through, experiBj DR. ARTHUR N. CUSHINC
VniTtrtitT f lonaW
menting with the lower order of animals.
Every cure of any importance that has
been developed in that length of time has
been gained through vivisection The knowledge gained oy prior experiments with brutes has saved tens of thousands of human lives.

Good
Is Derived
From
Science

Needed Now, and the Best Is
Hood's Sarsaparilla

D2NVER MARKETS.

By MAUDE E. BERNARD

Nl

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Cattle.
Beef steers, grain fed, good
to cboice
.
...5.506.50
Beet steers, grain fed, fair
to good
4.7505.50
Beef steers, pulp fed, good to
cboice . .
5.266.25
Beef steers, pulp fed, fair to
good
4.505.25
Beef steers, hay fed, good to
5.256.0O
choice
Beet steers, hay fed, fair to
good
4.506.25
Cows and heifers, grain fed,
good to choice
4.755.5fl
Cows and heifers, grain fed,
4.004.75
fair to good
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
4.505.4i
good to choice
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
3.504.40
to
good
fair
Cows and heifers, hay ted,
4.50 5.25
good to choice . . . .
Cows and helfors, hay fed,
,3.504.40
fair to good
Stock cows and heifers . : . .í.00S.5O
3.25
2. 50
Canners and cutters
6.009.00
1
Veal calves
.....3.50a4.75
Bulls
4.005.00
Stags
Feeders and stockers, good
.4.755.75
to choice
Feeders and stockers, fair
4.004.75
to good
Feeders and stockers, com..3.504.00
mon to fair

'1 saw a pianist last night who can
play with his toes."
"Umphl I've got a kid 18 months
old can do that!"
A

ONETHE

.

.

.3.253.80
,3.854.3S
,.4.604.75
.

Yearlings (light)
Lambs
Feeder lambs, f. p. r.
Feeder j carlinga, f. p. r
Feeder ewes, f. p. r. .

.. 5.00(5.

5.0S

..4. 50 5.60
. .4.25(4.5i)
.

.2.503.25

Grain.
Wheat, choice milling . . . ..... . .1.27
1.1"
Rye, Colorado, bulk
Nebraska oats, sacked . . . .1.231.25
Corn in sack
98
;
Corn chop, sacked
1.10
Bran, Colorado, per 100 lbs
Hay.
.14.0015.01
Upland, per ton
9.5010.50
Second bottom
.14.001S.00
Timothy
9.50 10.60
Alfalfa .
Straw
'.....i 8.00 4.0000
South Park wire grass ..15.0016
Valley wire
Luis
San

.......

grass

......... 14.00

..
Dressed Poultry.
20
Turkeys, fancy, :D. P,
17
Turkeys, choice ! . . .
"
14
Turkeys medium
...15
Hens, large
.
..,15
.......
Hens, small
..1E
Ducks
15
Geese
20
Broilers, lb
14
.
.
Springs, lb
.'
7
.
Roosters

.......

16.00

'

lft"'
iñ
16.'

:i616

The Final Settlement.
"A verdict for 10,000 iBn't so bad,"
said the Junior partner. "How much
shall we give our client?"
"Oh, give him $50," answered the
senior partner. "But hold!"
"Well?"

"Don't be hasty. Promise to give
and after taking eight bottlea of your
medicine, I felt entirely cured and have him $50."
Dot bad any trouble since.
Had I begun using Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Boo- t
Advantages.
sooner I would have been a few hun"You must have found the arctio cirdred dollars to the good and saved my- cle very unpleasant."
self a lot of suffering.
"Yes," replied the arctic explorer;
You may use my testimonial any time
The cli"but it' has Its advantages.
you wish.
mate Is disagreeable, but the people
Yours very truly,
about
aren't always worrying you
CHARLES E. HARRIS,
460 Sixth St.,
proofs."
Marion, la.
,1 certify that Charlea E. Harris signed
ALFALFA CLOVER.
the above testimonial in my presence, beduly
to
ing first
sworn
the truth thereof
Salzer's strain of hardy, luxuriant Alfalthis the 12th day of July, 1909.
fa Clover grows everywhere and brings
two to five rousing crops annually.
from
D.
P.
KINLEY,
R.
J.
L"tur !
It's the vigorous, healthy kind planted by
ftr. Ellnsr f.
H. T.
BlMhtwton,
Hoard of Wisconsin and thousands of other successful farmers throughProve What Swamp-RoWill Do For Yon out the U. S. We are the largest growers
of clovers, grasses, seed oats, wheat, rye,
end to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingham-torye, barley, potatoes, etc, in America.
N. Y., for a sample bottle. It will
For lOo in stamps we mail youl
You will also receive 1 Pkt. Luxuriant hardy Alfalfa Clover.
convince anyone.
a booklet of valuable information, telling 1 Pkt. Billion 4 Grass the 10 Ton wonder.
all about the kidneya and bladder. When I Pkt. Silver King Barley 178 Bu per A.
writing, be sure and mention this paper, 1 Pkt. Bonanza Oata Sworn yield 258 Bu.
per A, winning 4 Farms in 1910.
For sale at all drug stores.
Price fifty-seat- s
1 Pkt. Speltz
the cereal hay marvel.
and
And 5 or more other packagea farm seed
novelties or rarities, together with our big
Critics.
catalog, bristling with seed truths all for
'
"Only competent critics can give but 10c in stamps, or send 25o and we add
competent criticisms," said Admiral a big package famous French bean coffee!
John A. Salzer Seed Co., 182 South 8th St.,
Mahan, at the Immortals' recent reception in New York. "The lgnobler the La Crosse, Wis.
even
critic the lgnobler the criticism
Latest Quotations.
of the very finest things that he will
"How would you like a game picture
pronounce.
for your dining room? A brace of
"A man In a bar was praising a fasay?"
mous American journalist, a Justly
"No cheap stuff for me. Paint me
famous journalist, a journalist who a picture of a dozen eggs."
gets out a really fine paper.
'Yes
the bartender agreed, 'his
True Humility.
paper Is a good one. It picked two win"I suppose you are tempted to put
ners dast week.' "
on airs since you own a motor car."
Mr.
"I should say not," replied
'
The 8ubtlety of Him.
Chugglns. "A man with a motor car
'John dear." said Mabel, as her lord puts In most of his Ufe apologizing.

.

Wethers

Y

Impure Blood Is common In the
spring, because of the' unhealthful
modes ot living during the winter,
and It la the cause of the loss of
appetite and that tired feeling aa
well aa the sorea and eruptions that
occur at this time.
Be sure to take Hood's this spring.

Roots, Barks and Herba Hood't
Sarsaparilla ao combines the great
curative principles ot roots, barks and
herbs as to raise them to their highest efficiency for the Cure of all spring
humors, all blood diseases, and rundown conditions.
There Is no substitute for Hood's.

'

..7.007.15

,

REM-ED-

A few years ago I waa troubled with a
complication of kidney and stomach ailments, and although I tried two or three
different doctora, 1 was unable to obtain
a cure. Having heard a great deal about
Swamp-BooI decided to give it a trial
and purchased a one dollar bottle of Mr.
Alexander, the druggist.
From the beginning I could notice a change for the better

Sheep.
Ewes

CONVINCE ANY-

GREAT KIDNEY

NEVER DISAPPOINTS

Hogs.
Good hogs

TRIAL WILL

Which purifies, enriches and revitalizes the blood as no
other does.
40,366 testimonials of cures, in two years.
Get it in usual liquid form or tablets called Sarsatabs.

-
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That Awful Mrs. Jones.

Mrs. Smith She Is so unobservlngl
Mrs. Brown And always complain-

ing. The other day, while ballooning
near a storm center, she collided with
a rain cloud and reported to the "authorities that the driver of an aeroplane sprinkler had splashed water all
over her best gown
Widow.
Not Boasting of It
Theatrical Manager I understand
that you played with Booth, Miss
Sereleaf f
The Actress (with much spirit)
Well, I don't think It's anybody's
business how old I am!
Hie Light
Ella He says that I am the light
Ufe.
of his
.
Stella That's gas.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
Sugar-coatetiny, granules, eaay to take.
Do not gripe.
And many a man never realises the
value of his home unUl he has oeev
slon to collect the fire Insurance.
Wlnalow's Soothina; Symp for Children
teething, softens the gums, rednoea Inflammation, allays paln,cnras wind colle, 860 bottle.
Mrs.

What women feel Is more convincing to them than what men know.

Nothing Too Good
for you. That's why we want yoq
to take CASCARETS for liver añe!
bowels.
It's not advertising talk-- but
merit the great, wonderful,
lasting merit of CASCARETS that
we want you to know by trial. Then
you'll have faith and join the millions who keep well by CASCARETS alone. , .
loc a box for a weekt
treatment, all druggists. Biggest seller
in the world. Mullon boxes a month.
CASCARBTS

"XTe

añt had B letter from motherInd Tf ItWour Eye Use Pettlt's Eye Salve
she Is oomlng to visit us. It Is a pret- - for inflammation, stys, itching lids, eye
......
tA ,.n fn. llt.l Ttlfi.AAxr ani4 aches, defects of vision and sensitivity to
strong lights;. Al druggists or Howard
I, wondered If we couldn't help her out Bros., Buffalo, N. Y.
" '

Be master of your own tima.

Use a

:

a'llttle."

"Of course we can," said John, givSympathy sometimes means sitting
ing his wife a generous kiss. "Just In a car and passing out soft words to
KNOWN THE
WORLD OVER
only
you writs and tell her that I'll be
lame folk.
s
too glad to pay for her railroad ticket
back home again as soon as she deThe Chicago Fire could have been prevented with one pail of water, but tha
cides to go." Harper's Weekly.
Live Poultry
water was not hnnfly. Keep a bottle of
ILimlins Wiüflrd Oil handy and prevent
15
, . .,
i
Hens
Important to Mothers
61m- - r1S rUtfl
the fiery pains of inflammation.
ra fa
tola
15
17
Springs, lb
Examine carefully every bottle of
19
IS
Broilers, lb
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
peace with
with
without
God
Peace
7
6
Roosters
Infants and children, and see that it
men is an Iniquitous thing.
9
10
Cox, young
Bears the
13
14
Ducks
of
Signature
Druggists everywhere sell Garfield Tea.
17
19
OP TMC
T MCOICINI
Turkeys, lb
for COUGHS & GOLDS
the Herb laxative. It acts as a gentle aid
12
13
In Use For Over 80 Years.
Geese .
to
Nature.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
The ocean is crossed In love --by a DEFIANCE Cold Waiir Starch
Game.
A Religious Innovation.
ouaaee laundry work a piaasurm, IS on. pkg. Mo.
number of bridal parties.
12.00
Prairie Chickens, doz
girl
A certain
little
6.00
Ducks, Mallard
yawned at the breakfast table last
4.00
Ducks, Teal
Sunday morning and ventured a polite
3.003.b0 proposition to her mother.
Ducks, Mixed
1.501.75
Rabbits, Cottontail
"I really don't feel at all like going
1.001.25 to church this morning," she remarkRabbits, Jack, doz
Housework is drudgery for the weak woman. She brush
ed. "Can't we just send cards?"
eit dusta end scrub, or if on her feet all day attending to
the many details of the household, her back aching, her
Butter,
temples throbbing, nerves quivering under the stress of
26V4
DISTEMPER
Elgin
pain, possibly dizzy feelings. Sometimes rest in bed ft
28
Creameries, ex. East, lb. .27
all
all
among
ages
horses,
its
In
forms
of
not refreshing, because the poor tired nerves do not peras well as dogs, cured and others in sama
28
Creameries, ex. Colo, lb. .27
mit of refreshing sleep. The real need of weak, nervous
stable prevented from having the disease
21
Creameries, 2d grade, lb.
women is satisfied by Dr. Pieroe's Favorite Preeoriptioa
with
SFOHN'S
CURE.
DISTEMPER
21
.
.
renovated
and
Process
Over 600.000
bottle guaranteed.
Weak Women
Packing stock . . .
UK Every
bottles sold last year $.50 and $1.00. Any
good druggist, or send to manufacturers.
Women
Agents wanted. Spohn Medical Co., Spec
Eggs.
This " Prescript Ion" rsmores the cans
Contagious Diseases, Goshen, Ind.
hernia imtlmmm
of womei'a mlcermtion,
4.G0
Eggs, case count, case
mad waknes$mod core thomm
nation
mo peculiar to women, it
weakness
Between Octogenarian.
traaquilimea the nerves, encourages thm
mppetite mad tndacem mmtfui sleep.
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
"I understand they sentenced him
imprisonment?"
Dr. Pierce is perfectly willing to let every one know what
his 44 Favorite Prescription" contains, complete list of
"Well, no; it wasn't as bad as that.
Live Stock.,
r.
Do not let anyunscrup
ingredients on the
Cattle
Market He got only 99 years!" Puck.
Kansas City.
ulous druggist persuade you that his substitute of unknown
steady to weak. Native steers, $5.40
ms
in
44ks
composition
is
order
that he may make
l'SR ALLEN'S FOOT-BAS- K
bigger profit. Just smile and shake your heed 1
steers, $5.005.90; the aritlseptic powder to be shaken Into the
6.60; Southern
your
hoes.
eany
com.
Pleasant
Pellets
iila.
Dr.
cures
It
liver
Pierce's
makes
feet
feel
and
Southern cows and heifers, $3.25
fortable and makes walking a delifrbt. Sold
everywhere, 86c. Ritvtt mbttitutts. For free trial
5.25; native cows and heifers, $3.00
paokage, address AUen8.01mstead,LeRoy,N.Y.
feeders, $4.50
6.00; stockers and
6.80; bulls, $4.005.25; calves, $4.75
Not a Lucrative Job.
Friend So your friend has left colsteerB, $5.00 6.00;
8.25;
Western
lege. What is he in?
Western cows, $3.505.25.
Pater Debt.
Hogs Market 5c to 10c lower. Bulk
WITHIN EAST ACCESS of all parts of the city, and oí the great libraries
of sales, $7.05 7.20; heavy, $7.05
and museums. I Opportunity given for attendance at public entertainments of
ONLY ONE "BROMO QUININE."
and, artistic value.
and butchers, $7.10
educational
7.15; packers
BHUMO
QU1NINK.
That Is I.AXATIVB
look for
TRAINING, moral, IntelleotusJ and
THOROUGH
AND CONSERVATIVE
tha slanstnra of B. w. OKOV1I. I'ssd the World
7.25; lights, $7.15 7.25.
physical, with expert supervision In every department, thus Insuring definite
arsr to Car a Cold In une Ur. 26v,
Muttons,
ana certain result
Sheep Market strong.
FACULTY LARGE, each teacher a specialist
and pupils assured the indi- Consulted Him Often.
$4.004.75; lambs, $5.256.10; fed
vldu.nl attention adapted to their respectiva needs.
PRIMARY,
EFARATORT AND ACADKMIC DEPARTMENTS: also ft
Mrs. Benham Health Is wealth.
wethers and yearlings, $4.20 5.60;
unique department known as the UPPER HOITSH, tor graduate and speiouu
Benham At the rate you have the
fed Western ewes, $4.004.30.
social aim
students desiring' to spend the winter In New York in a conireniai graoes
am
n here, under the most favorable conditions for culture of soolal
doctor you ought to "get rich quick."
intelllKent advancement. The UPPER HOUSE is In a larg--e degree free from
vliá nnXiioru vast sat Inn al ftf a anhrtAl
Dairy Products.
'
Inconsistency
muaio, Art,
UfcST AiJV ant Atilda ot New Yorjc avaitaoie xor me siuuy
often means those
T ono-nIT.inr.iitinn
iroei nnA TianMnv
Butter Steady Cream- deeds In another which I only half
Chicago.
JPH vsiUAJj
Hpeoiai attention given wun ine oujwci ui prumuc
eries, 1726t4c; Dairies, 1622c.
h. flrraca and ease of motion and repose ot manner, 'in. gyr
understand.
SU.'A:
erclses are In charge ot a graduate of Dr. Sargent, of Cambridge, Mi
Eggs Steady, receipts, 7,264 cases.
CAMP in Now Hampshire.
ilEIt
repronounced
Included,
so
has
1214c;
SCHOOL,
been
cases
it
that
haa
Better health is sure to follow the use of
At mark,
THE SUCCESS OF THIS
of the country aa
ceived the highest commendation of the leading eduoatora
the natural Herb laxative, Garfield Tea.
fIrstB, 16c; prime firsts 17c.
Misa Banga and Miss
well as of the highest officials of he tr, 8. dovernmant;
All
druggists.
and universities
Whlton refer by permission to th presidents of ten colleges
Cheese Steady. Daisies, 13 & 14c:
and Mra. Fairbanks,
and to President and Mrs. Tart,
Twins, 12íjl2Í4c; Young Americas,
Intervention In love Is equivalent to
and Mra. Roosevelt, and tha Chief Justice.
Long Horns, 1415c.
a declaration of war.
Potatoes Steady. Choice to fancy.
4G48c; fair to good, 4245c.
Poultry Easy. Turkeys, dressed.
18c; fowls, live, 14c4 dressed, 15c. Celar ara toads SriaMsr an hilar eelors than" any amr in. put too saekags eolsrs all atara, tmi oveieMiii ittr sntr than aa? atkor In. Yea tea
. flisa.li nal xOelete. MO MHOS ORUQ
...a.--- i
T
a
-.
sft
i. a
iL i
Qtsnmy. illinmhM ' "
w
Springs, 15c.
bum germen minem npptng apto , w rite iw mww
16
22

n

Thompson's
Eye VYater

Housework Drudgery

It Makes

and Sick

Strong
Welh

td"

Miss Bangs and Miss Whiton's

School for Girls

1415c;

PUTNAM FADELESS

Serial No. 02403
Contest

FOR SALE

"Lay lome money aside for a rainy day,
and life will always be like child's play."

CHEAP

The First National Bank
1

of

under the Ft. Sumner

FORT SUMNER,
Capital and Surplus

60 ACRES

Canal.

$30,000.00

J. P. STONE, President
C. C. Henry, Cashier

Four miles from the
Railroad.
Improvements: House,
Barn, Wind mill, 60
acres broke; also reser
voir stocked with tish.
Inquire at

Interest Paid On Time Deposits

Review office

Your Accounts. Solicited

Notice.

Contest No.

210

Notice

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Fort Sumner, N. M., Jan. 27,1911.
A uflieieut contest affidavit having

been hied in this office bv JMCge t.
'Barker, contestant, agpinst Homestead
Kntry No.,
Serial No. 02403, made
December 21, 1907, for NW 4 Section
19, Township 2 North, Range 26 East,
N.M.p. Meridian, by Charles A. Alex
ander, Cnntestee, in which it is alleged
that said Charles A. Alexander has
wholly abandoned said land for a periol
ot over six months next prior to Jan
UHry?8, li'10, and for a period of twelve
months next prior to June lb,
the date of said contest affidavit, said
parties are hereby notified to appear.
respond, and offer evidence touching
said allegation at U o clock a. m. on
March 11, 1911, before the Register and
Keceiver at the uuited states Land
Office in Fort Sumner. New Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a prop
er affidavit, tiled Jan. üt, lull, set forth
facts which show that after due diligence
personal service oithisnctice can not be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and
proper p"b!icat!on.
AltTUt E. Curren, Register.
Record address of entry man
Fort
Worth, Texas.
11
-Mar II
Feb

PROFESSIONAL.

Noticia.

la Corte de Distrito del Sexto
DR. W. R. LOVELACE.
Distrito Judicial del Territorio de
Nuevo Mexico, en y por el Condado PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
de Guadalupe.
Office at the store of the Fort
James I. Klamroth, )
Sumner Drug Company.
Quejante. )
New Mexico.
)
Ft. Sumner,
Vs.
NannieL. Klamroth, )
Demandada. )
J. T. Wharton, M. D.
Pleito por Divorcio.
No. 293.
A Nannie L. Klamrotn, Vd esta por
Physician and Surgeon
esta notificado que la titulada acción
Office
in Telephone Building.
esta pendiente en la certe de Distrito
del Condado de Guadalupe, Territorio
Phone No. 47
de Nuevo Mexico, la dicha acción es
::
Sumner,
N. M.
una queja por dicho James I Klamroth,
del Condado de Guadalupe, Nuevo Mex
ico, alegando Adultero, Y pide un de
creto de Divorcio de su esposa, la
A. J. OAKES, D. D. S.
En

Fort

will be found at his Dental
yue a menos que Vd. entre o cauese
que sea entrada su conparencia en
Parlors in the Mclntyre
dicho pleito en o antes del dia 20 de
Building.
April A. D. 1911, un decreto de rebeldía
sera dado en contra suya.
Los Abogados del quejante son Baker
& Pardue, culta dirección de Estafeta
L.
es Fort Sumner, Nuevo Mexico.
No.
207
02406
Serial No.
Contest
Chas. P. Downs.
LAWYER
Escribano de la Corte de Districto
Contest
Notice.
33-tClovis,
4
New Mexico
del Condado de Guadalupe.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Fort Sumner, New Mexico Jan. 27, 1911.
Notice.
A sufficient contest affidavit having
'
been filed in this office by George E.
In the District Court of the Sixth
Mar.n, contestant, against Homestead
Judicial District, of the Territory
Entry No.
, Serial No. 02466, made
Attorney at Law
of New Mexico, in and for GuadFeLuary 1, 1908, for NE
Section 19,
Township 2 N., Range 26 E., N. M. p.
alupe County.
FORT
SUMNER,
- - NEW MEXICO.
Meridian, lyOmer T. Knapp, Contes-te- e, James I. K'amroth, )
in which it is alleged that he has
Plaintiff. )
wholly abandoned said land for a period
Vs.
uf two years nextpreceding September
M. R. Baker
b, 1910, the uate of said contest affida Nannie L. Klamroth, )
vit, said parties are hereby notified to
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Defendant. )
appear, respond, and offer evidence
Does a General Law Practice
No. 293.
Suit for Dicorce.
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
To Nannie L. Klamroth, you are herea. m. on March 11, 1911, before the
NOTARY PUBLIC IN OFFICE.
Register anil Receiver at the United by notified that there is pending in the
States Land Office in Fort Sumner, District Court of Guadalupe County, Fort Sumner.
New Mexico.
New Mexi' o.
The said contestant having, in a Territory of New Mexico, the above
proper affidavit, filed January 26, 1911, entitled cause; that the said cause is a
- H. D. Terrell,
set forth facts which show that after complaint by the said James I. Klamdue diligence personal service of this
Attorney at Law.
notice cannot be made, it is hereby roth, of Guadalupe County, New Mexiordered nn i direcied that such notice co, alleging adultery and praying for a Practices in State and Federal Courts
by
be given
dne and proper publication. decree of divorce from his wife the
Arthur E. Curren, Register.
Clovis,
N. M.
Defendant: that unless you enter or
Record addreps of entryman Melrose,
to
cause
be
your
appearance
in
entered
N. M.
11
feb. 4 mar
said suit on or before the 20th day of
April, 1911, decree Pro Confesso thereNotice.
J. E. PARDUE,
In the District Court of the Sixth in will be rendered against you.
Par-duAttorney
attorneys
are
Plaintiff'3
Bakca&
Law.
Judicial District, of the Territory
whose post office address is Ft.
of New Mexico, In and For
Fort Sumner,
N. Mex.
Sumner, New Mexico.
Guadalupe County.
Chas. P. Downs.
,
Alice L. Mann, Plaintiff.
)
Clerk District Court for Guadalupe
)
VS.
69.
33-t- 4
Conuty.
Frederick Mann, Defendant.)

Harry

Patton

In the District Court of the Sixth
Judicial District, of the Territory
of New Mexico, In and For
Guadalupe County.
Kemp Lumber Company,
Plaintiff.
Vs.
Thomas George Sawkins,
W. T. Whitlatch,
Defendants.
,
No. 297.
Suit to Foreclose.
Material Man's Lien.
To Thomas George Sawkins, and
W. T. Whitlatch, you are hereby
notified that there is pending in the
District Court of Guadalupe County,
Territory of New Mexico, the above
entitled action: that the said action is
a complaint by the said Kemp Lumber
Company, a corporation existing under
the laws of the Territory of New
Mexico, with principal office in Kos-wel- l,
New Mexico, and with a branch
yard at the town of Fort Sumner,
New Mexico, praying for the foreclosure of a Material Man's Lien, filed by
the said Plaintiff in the County of
Guadalupe, to secure the payment of
a certain account claimed to be be
owing said plaintiff by you tor certain
materials that were bought by you
from Plaintiff's Fort Sumner Yard,
to be used by you in the erection of
certain buildings on lots No. 11 and 12,
Block No. 24, as per plat of "Depot
Coors & McHenry,
Against
Addition
to Sunnyside. "
No. 208.
Suit for Divorce.
which buildings and premises said Li'n
AT LAW
ATTORNEYS
To Frederick Mai.n, you are hereby
was filed to secure the payment of
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
RAILROAD.
notified that there is pending in the
said Material account, amounting to
Land Office Practice a Specialty.
District Court of Cuadalupe County,
TIME TABLE.
$131.20 with interests, cost of execut
New Mexico, the above
Territory
of
Fort Sumner and Clovis
Fe
From
Torrance.
to
Santa
ing,
and foreclosure of Lien, etc. ,
entitled action; that the said action is
Leaves Santa re at 7:30 A. M. going
including reasonable attorney's fee,
a Complaint by the said Alice L. Mann, South.
etc. : that unless you enter or cause to
of Guadalupe County, New Mexico,
C. C. HLjNkY
Leaves Willardll:10 P.M. going south.
be entered your appearance in said
alleging cruel treatment, abuse and
Arrives at Torrance 12:CÍ P. M.
suit on or before the 30th day of March,
S. Commissioner,
U.
abandonment, praying for a decree of
Going North.
A. D. 1911, decree Pro Confesso there- See
him
you wish to make filing c.i
if
divorce, absolute, from her husband the
p.
M.
Leaves Torrance at 2:33
will be rendered against you, and
Homestead, Commute your filing or
defendant.
That unless you enter or
Williard at 4:05 p. M.
said houses, and your interest in the
enter a contest.
cause to be entered you appearance in
Arrives at Santa Fe 8:00 P. M.
premises will be sold by the order of
New Mexico
said suit on or before the 30th day of Makes close connections with the Belen Fort Sumner,
this Court to satisfy said Plaintiff.s
March, A. D. 1911, decree Pro Confesso Cut-o- ff
'Jlaim.
at Williard; with the SouthPlaintiff's attorneys are Baker and therein will be entered against you.
western at Torrance and with the
FRANK N. PAGE.
Pardue, whose Post Office address is
Plaintiff's attorneys are Baker & A. T. & S. F. at Kennedy.
Fort Sumner, New Mexico
Pardue, whose post office address is
F. H.McBride, Chief Dispr.
U. S. Court Commissioner
Chas. P. Downs, Clerk.
Ft. Sumner, New Mexico.
Heiib. R. Wright, Deputy.
30-t- f.
Chas. P. Downs, Clerk for District
Buchanan,
New Mexico.
Court, Guadalupe County, N. M.
Notice of Sale of Scliocl Bonds.
NOTICI.
Herb. R. Wright, Deputy.
School District No. 20 of Guadalupe
En la Corte de Distrito del Sexto 30-t- 5
Distrito Judicial del Territoiio de
County, New Mexico in pursuance of an
Nuevo Mexico en y por el Condado
Notice For Publication
election held for that purpose on June Piactices Law before the Probate,
de Guadalupe.
04596 30, A. D. 1910 has issued 3,500 school County Commissioners, and Justice of
Kemp Lumber Company, Quejante )
I
Vs.
Department of the Interior, U. S. bonds, dated November 1, 1910, due 20
the Peace Courts.
Thomas George Sawkins
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M., years after date, with interest from
y
)
Fort Sumner,
New Mex.
W. T. Whitlatch, Demandados.
February 11th, 1911.
)
at 6 per cent, payable
date
Notice is hereby given that W. Arthur
no. 297.
Pleito para Vender.
with
to
option
any
redeem
time
at
Patterson, of Dunlap, N. M., who on
Derecho de Retención.
October 2nd, 1907, made Homestead after ten years.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
A Thomas George Sawkins y W. T. entry, No. 04596, for N E
Section
Notice is hereby given that the
Whitlatch, Udes están por esta notifi- 34, Township 2 South, Range 23 East, undersigned county treasurer will sell
cados que la arriba titulada causa esta N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of said bonds to the highest bidder
B.
pend ente en la Corte de Distrito del proof
therefor at his office inSanta Rosa,
claim. t0 the land
to tstablish
':i
i
i i
T
.i
i
Cm laJo de Gaadalupa,
milerrituiiu auove aescrwea, ueiore James r. liur- New Mexico, on the 8thday of Painter and Paper hanger see
de Nuevo Mexico, que la acción es una ton, U. S. Commissioner,
at Dunlap, April, 1911, but no bid will be
his line of wall paper.
queja de la dicha Kemp Lumber Com N. M., on the Seventeenth dav of April, considered for less
than 90 per cent on
pany, una corporación que existe bajo l'Jll. Claimant names as witnesses:
NEW MEXICO.
Albert K. Kimsey, John W. Allen, the dollar. Unconditional deposit of 10 FORT SUMNER,
las leyes del Territorio de Nuevo Mexico, Bert S. Stevens, Marion E. Dunlap, all per cent of amount bid
required with
con su oficina principal en Roswell, of Dunlap N. M.
each bid. Right is reserved to reject
F. C. HASTINGS.
Nuevo Mexico,
y con un ramal en la
Arthur E. Curren, Register. any and all bids.
Plaza del Fuerte Sumner, Nuevo Mexico,
25
Witness my hand this 7th day of FebCarpenter and Builder,
pidiendo que se cierre un derecho de
ruary 1911.
NOTICIA.
retención, protocolado por dichoquejante
Camilo Sanchez,
Does first clss work
en el Condado de Guadalupe, para aseEn la Corte de Distrito del Sexto
Treasurer of Guadalupe County, New
gurar el pago de cierta cuenta reclamaShop
on south side of plaza.
Distrito Judicial del Territorio de Mexico, i
3H-- 9
na
4
da de ser debida a dicho quejante por
Nuevo Mexico en y por el Condado
Fort
Sunuver,
N. M.
Udes por ciertos materiales qje Udes
de Guadalupe.
Notice of Sale of School Bonds.
compraron del Patio de Madera del Alice L. mann, Quejante,
)
Quejante en el Fuerte Sumner, para
Vs. )ss
School District No 6 of Guadalupe
ser usado por Udes en la constuccinn de Frederick mann, Demandado,
)
County, New Mexico in pursuance of
ciertos pdificina on flnlnroa vna 11 ir 19
no. 298. Pleito por Divorcio.
an selection held for that purpose on
Cuadro No. 24, Según la mapa de la
A Frederick Mann, Ud esta por esta June 30, A. D. 1910, has issued $4,000 Corner 4th St. and Sumner Ave.
Adidion de Sunnyside. En Contra de notificado que la arriba titulada acción school bonds, dated
November 1, 1910,
W.H. Weaver, Prop.
cullos edificios y premisasdicho derecho esta pendiente en la Corte de Distrito due 20 years
after date, with interest
de retención fue protocolado para ase- del Condado de Guadalupe, Territorio from
6
per
at
cent,
semidate
payable
gurar el pago de dicha cuenta por de Nuevo Mexico, la dicha acción es una annually, with option to
redeem at any
material, montando a la suma de $131.-2- queja por dicha Alice L. Mann, del Con time after ten years. Notice is hereby
ALLEN TRANSFER LINE
con interés, costos de ejecución y dado de Guadalupe, Nuevo Mexico, al- - given
that the uidirsigned county
cerrar el derecho de retención, etc., in- egardo cruel tratamiento, abuso y treasurer will sell said
bonds to the
cluyendo derechos de abogado.
Que a Btandono, pide un decreto de divorcio highest biddar therefor at his office in
menos que Ud comparezca o cause que absolute de su marido, el demandado.
Santa Rosa, Mew Mexico, on the 8th
su comparencia sea protocolada en dicho Que a menos que Ud entre o cause que
day of April, 1911, but no bid will be
pleito en o antes del dia SO de Marzo, sea entrada su compariencia en dicho
considered for less than 90 per cent on
A. D. 1911 un decreto de rebeldía sera pleito en o antes del dia 30 de Marzo
the dollar.
aaao en cortra de Udes y dichas casas A. D. 1911, un decreto de rebeldía sera
Unconditional Deposit of ten percent
e interés en las premisas serán vendidos dado en contra suya.
of amount bid required with each bid. ,
por orden de esta Corte para satisfacer
Los abogados del quejante son Baker Right is reserved to reject
any andj
'
el reclamo de dicho quejante- y Pardue, culla dirección de Estafeta all bids.
I mom
I .nnaro
Los abogados del quejante son Baker es Fort Sumner, Nuevo Mexico.
iniiiiM ur.. , my
Witness
hand this the 7th day of Prompt
y Pardue, culla dirección de Estafeta es
Work at Reasonable Prices
Chas. P. Downs,
February, 1911.
Fort Sumner, Nuevo Mexico.
House) Movino- - a Sntwialtir
Escribano de la Corte de Distrito del
Camilo Sanchez,
Chas. P. Downs, Escribano.
Condado de Guadalupe.
J. W. Allen, Proprietor.
Treasurer of Guadalupe County,
32
Herb. K. Wright. DiDutado.
32
Headquarters at the Stag Hotel,
Herb R. Wr ght, Diputado.
9
New Mexico.
Phono No. 3.

H.R. PARSONS

SPRING IS COMING, AND

WE CARRY EVERYRHING

t

FARMER

THE

i

NEEDS.:

Merchandise

General

larickson &Co
Incorporated

PHONE

at

10
New Mexico.

Fort Sumner,

Tracts
of Irrigated Land for
sale on easy payments
We also have two residences for sale at a
bargain.
Several

Small

WELBORN & MANN,

A.P.ANAYA

The Real Estate Men

.

When in Ft. Sumner
call on them. If out of
town write. Phone No. 7
Office in 1st National
Bank Building.

J.

PECOS VALLEY HOTEL.
BEST ACCOMOMDATIQNS IN TOWN

Best Rooms
Reasonable
Telephone

Mr.

Best Meals

Rates
No. 8

R. Beaubien,

Proprietress.

Fort Sumner Drug Co.
DEALERS IN

Drugs and Medicines.

Perfumery -- all popular odors.
and Fancy Article, Combs, Brushts, Etc

Prescriptions Carefully Compounded

Phone No.
Looted at corner of

Firt and

Opposite Kemp

Day or Night

1

Lumber

Main Streets
Co.

Toilet

Palace

Witmeth

Barber

Shop

